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Court ok's OPAC march
By BRUCE LARRICK
Editor

The city of BowlingGresn has been Instructed not to Interfere with
the Ohio Peace Action Committee's anti-war march scheduled for
this afternoon.
Judge Donald J. Young of the Toledo Federal District Court yesterday told city officials to allow OPAC to use Wooster and Main
streets.
___^^^^_^^^^^^^^____
Walter L. Zink, city safety ser- handling of the matter and that
vice director, earlier this week there would be no obstruction of
had denied the use of Wooster and emergency vehicles since the
Main streets to OPAC and had
marchers would only occupy the
told Don Baldwin, chairman, that westbound lane of Wooster Street.
Court, Prospect and Ridge streets
Both Baldwin and OPAC's lawwere the only roads available. yer Gerald Lackey expressed eSince the hearing yesterday was latlon at the outcome.
only a preliminary hearing, Judge
Baldwin said he thought the
Young did not rule on the final city's reason for denial of the
constitutionality of the law allow- penult were "absurd" and that
ing the city's safety service dir(Turn to page 3)
ector to grant or withhold any
and all parade permits In the city.
The ruling, In effect, states
tint there is a reasonable probability that the plaintiff (OPAC)
will win the case on the basis
of rights being denied In variance
with the First Amendment to the
Constitution.
City Solicitor C. Richard MarstL
who defended the city, has 20
days to file a rebuttal of the decision.
If he does, there will
be further hearings on the constitutionality of the law.
The Toledo court's docket Is
currently filled for two years,
and the hearing would have to be
placed at the bottom of the list.
Evan though there was no ruling
on the constitutionality of the law,
the Judge did say the constitutionality Is questionable.
Judge Young added that he
thought marches were useless, but
that OPAC had the right to use
Wooster and Main streets.
The main defense used by the
city In th hearing was that having
marchers on Wooster Street would
obstruct fire and police vehicles
In the event of an emergency during the march.
OPAC contended that Its civil
rights were being denied by /Ink's
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Washington braces
for Moratorium;
troops on guard

ALL SET TO FLY -- Three astronauts are pictured at Cape Kennedy, Flo., after they were
declared physically fit to make Apollo 12 trip to moon starting Nov. 14. Left to right are:
Charles Conrad, Jr., Richard Gordon, Jr., and Alan L. Bean.

Clipper set for moon sail
CAPE KENNEDY, Fla. (AP)-Declarlng "We're ready to 20," the
Apollo 12 astronauts yesterday got the all-clear to sail moonwird
today aboard their "Yankee Clipper" for the first major attempt to
cash in scientifically on America's $24-bllllon Apollo Investment.
"All Is proceeding satisfactorily, and we foresee no problems meeting an 11:22 a.m. EST lift off today" a National Aeronautics and Space
Administration official said after workmen successfully replaced a
leaky fuel tank that threatened a month's delay In this $375-mllllon
mission.
Apollo 12 astronauts Charles Conrad Jr., Richard F. Gordon Jr.
and Alan L. Bean got a bird's eye view of Kmlr 363-foot-tall Saturn
5 rocket yesterday while flying formation over the moonport In three
T38 Jet aircraft.
"We're ready to go when th9y are," said Bean before the trio took
off on their 40-minute training flight.
Bean said he and his two crewmates flew loops and rolls because
"It helps get your Inner ear acclimated to zero gravity." Also, "It
makes you feel kind of sick," he said rubbing the mldrlft of his blue
flight suit. "That's the object-to build up youi ability to fight off

any uneasy feeling In your stomach."
Apollo 12 com nander Conrad said he was feeling "pretty good"
and Gordon complimented the workmen who replaced the hydrogen
tank that developed a leak Wednesday.
"They did a great Job. I knew they would." Gordon said. "We
had all the confidence in the world. It's fixed. It's even got hydrogen in It like It's supposed to."
Weathermen said conditions would be satisfactory for a launch
attempt today despite overcast skies yesterday afternoon. Conrad
and Gordon climbed Into a command ship simulator on the ground
to practice launch and re-entry maneuvers, while Bean rehearsed in
a landing craft trainer how ;.ie and Conrad will lift off from the moon.
With thousands of people and VIPo headed by President Nixon,
Vice President Splro J. Agnew and the Aga Khan looking on, the Apollo 12 launch crew will have until 2:27 p.m. to start Conrad, Gordon and Bean on their 10-day expedition to the moon's Oce.in of
Storms.
If problems delay UM Mft off past that time, another favorable launch
opportunity will not occur until Dec. 14.

WASHINGTON (AP) - Specially
trained troops equipped with the
weapons of war stood at the ready
around this nervous city yesterday
as antiwar forces massed foe the
start of their "march against
death" to the U.S. Capitol.
The three-djy protest, culminating Saturday In a march of perhaps 250,000 on Pennsylvania Avenue, was launched as the centerpiece of a nationwide series of
weekend antiwar demonstrations.
The avowed aim of what the
New Mobilization Committee
called history's greatest peace
demonstration
Is to persuade
President Nixon that the great
American majority—and not a silent one—wants an Immediate end
of the war in Vietnam.
But Nixon was cheered by the
House of Representatives when,
In a brief surprise visit, he
thanked lawmakers for their support of his war policy and predicted a Just peace.
Plainly worried over the potential for violence, the administration air-lifted 9,000 soldiers and
Marines to Washington Wednesday.
Crack, riot-trained troops were
deployed around the city Wednesday night and yesterday morning.
Another 28,000 men In nearby
military Installations already were
on alert.
The protest organizers—called
the "New Mobe" or Just "The
Mobe"—renewed their vow thit
peace and order would prevail.
All participating groups, Including some of the nation's most
militant, have pledged to heed
the discipline of nonviolence and
legality, a spokesman said.
In fact, little chance of disorder was seen during the "mirch
against death"—a 40-hour, single file procession of 45,000men,
(Turn to page 5)

Council seeks seats on
the Board of Trustees
By JIM SM.Ttl
ssue Editor
Student membership on the University Board of Trustees has
moved a stop closer to reality.
Student Council last night adopted a resolution calling for the appointment of two students as nonvoting members of ths board. One
of the students Is to be the Student
Body President; the other will be
a student-at-large to be appointed
by the student head with approval
of Council.
The bill will be presented at
the next Trustee meeting, scheduled for January 9, 1970. The
Board must approve the move before the students can be seated.
Submitted by Representative Ken
Eckhart and Student Body President Greg Thatch, the bill originally provided for the students
to have voting privileges; but this
stipulation was removed, accord-

ing to Thatcli, because it is not
within the grant ol powers.
Two bills were also passed which
somewhat revamp the workings of
Council.
Designed to strengthen the structure of Council, the first measure
provides that members will be divided Into four committees, each
under one of the executive officers.
These committees are to offer
a place to which bills can be referred for further study before
voting takes place. According to
Representative Art Toalston, who
co-sponsored the legislation with
Tony Marano, Eric Furry, and
Debbie Nisius, "the committees
may cause delay, but the delay
will be worthwhile if we have
better bills as a result."
The other bill, sponsored by
Toalston, Marano and Miss Nlslus,
changes Council's formal meeting
time from once a week to once every other week.
(Turn to Page 4)

MORATORIUM COMPROMISE -- Deputy Attorney Gen. Richord G. Kleindienst, right, and
Rev. Richard Fernandez, a negotiator for the New Mobilization Committee to End the War
in Vietnam, have announced a compromise route for parade in Washington, D.C. New route
for demonstration will be along Pennsylvania Avenue, but will not pass the White House.
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Vietnamization vs. peace

Peaceful march
All members of the University uro urged to participate in the
march for peace through the streets of liowling (Jreen today.
This month's Vietnam Moratorium hus shifted emphasis from boycotting classes to conducting symbolic marches throughout the
nation on Friday, culminating in the muss march on Washington,
l).(.. for immediate and total withdrawal.
About 2.'»0,(X)0 of the "vocal minority" are expected to participate in the Washington march, while approximate!) 10,000 of the
"silent majority" are expected to demonstrate in opposition.
Despite the atmosphere of impending violence the Defense Department has created through its fabricated anticipation of disturbances and mobilization of 28,(X)0 federal troops in a dramatic grandstand display of preparation, the theme of the march, in
Washington as well as here, is non-violence.
Howling (irecn's Ohio Peace Action Council, granted the right
to inarch down Rooster and Main Streets by llie r'cclcral District
Court of Toledo yesterday, has also had a distasteful cloud thrown
over it by the city administration.
In an attempt to dull the effectiveness of the march, the city
safety service director claimed Tuesday that parading down the
main streets of Howling (ireen could result in disturbances which
the city might be unable to control.

By Dr. I.. EDWARD SHUCK
Faculty Columnist
I would appreciate an opportunity to clarify the
essential difference separating the prem'ses of the
Nixon Vietnam policy ("Vietnamization of the War")
from those of the members of the Ohio Peace Action
Committee.
Unfortunately, there has been widespread public
misunderstanding of the Nixon point of view, In spite
of extensive coverage of the President's views In
the New York Tim-es and other national media whtch
have Included supporting remarks of Vice-Presldent
Agnew and of Secretary of Defense Laird, as well as
those of Mr. Nixon.
The fact of the matter Is, In essence, that the Nixon
Administration Is frankly, and without any unreasonable obfuscatlon, envisioning the continuation of the
war Indefinitely.
"Vietnamization" means quite clearly the withdrawal of American Infantry. The war, however, Is
to continue with the Saigon Regime providing the
Infantry and presumably, additional artillerymen and
flyers as time goes by.
The United States will continue to supply all the
financial needs, all the military loglclstlc support
and for an Indefinite time In the future, the United
States Air Force, the United States Navy, communications facilities, and military "advisors," even,
for the Vietnamese in'antry, "as needed."
"Vietnamization" clearly indicates that the Nixon
Administration ■ holds the American military Intervention in Vietnam to be justifiable, politically correct, and worth continuing indefinitely albeit with
Vietnamese bodies rather than American.
This set of policies and attitudes Is quite unacceptable to those of us who consider the American military interposition to have always been po'.ltlcally

This attitude, that the symbolic march will bring trouble, is exactly what brings it. There has been no reason for anyone to expect violence except for the city's attempt to discredit the march.
OPAC is expecting up to 3,000 participants in today's event,
and is stressing a peaceful, non-violent march as the best means
to demonstrate their demands for immediate withdrawal from V'ict-

wrong, economically unsound, and morally Indefensible.
Mem'ers of the Ohio Peace Action Committee and
other participants in the nation-wide demonstrations
of Novsmoer 13, 14, and 15, are demanding, In
essence, that the United States Government assume
the stature and employ the honesty and candor to admit our original error, cease all offensive military action Immediately an1 start a major evacuation of American troops, while at the same time securing international support for a political resolution of the Vietnamese, anguish.
This political solution must Inevitably stop American military occupation of southern areas of Vietnam.
Speaking for mysalf, I want the real power of America, its cultural and economic power, brought to
bear as major factors In international relations.
I want to see the elimination of the military as
the predominate lnstrum-nt of American foreign
policy, the role It has played since at least 1948,
when Russian aggression and conditions of life In
Europe made this temporarily necessary.
The Nixon's Administration's calling for the Vietnam'zatlon of the war and the national protest groups
demanding an end to the war and to military Intervention in the affairs of other nations reflect two
drastically differing attitudes entirely.
This must be recognized If one Is to understand
the larger political currents in the American society
with respect to the war.
I do urge your readers to reflect upon this significant difference, especially when the Nixon Administration partisans announce to you that "Mr. Nixon
is trying to end the war, and is doing all he can."
We hold this last statement to completely mlsIntrepret the widely-stated policies for Vietnam of
the Nixon Administration.

MIND IF WE WALK YOU THERE?'

l.ast month's funeral march was an effective demonstration againsl the killing in Vietnam. It was somber, sincere and dedicated to pcaccfulncss. There was not so much as an angry exchange of woids.
And this month's march should be larger, more effective and
more impressive — but just as peaceful.
Karlier in the week Supporters of President Nixon's Vietnam
policy made a somewhat feeble attempt to demonstrate they are
in the majority.
It is now lime for the American people who recognize Nixon's
policy as no more than an indefinite perpetuation of the war to
once again assert their demand thai the blood-letting in Vietnam
be stopped.

letters to the editor
We distort facts
Why are Americans fighting in
Vietnam? We are fighting there
for the same reason we Intervened
militarily In Guatamala in 1954,
In Cuba in 1961, and In HM Dominican Republic In 1965.
In Vietnam, as In these Latin
American countries, we Intervened
because we regarded comnunlsm
as an evil philosophy and because
we saw ourselves as God's avenging angels, whose accursed duty It
Is to destroy "evil philosophies."
It is said we are fighting aggression by the Viet Cong and that
the war will be over as soon as
the North Vietnamese stop what
they are doing.
But what exactly are they doing
except fighting a civil war, not in
a foreign country, but In their own
country. In which Americans are
also fighting.
What are they doing that is any
different from what the North did
to the South in the Civil War? How
many of us regret the result of
that war?
America's Insane hatred of communism distorts Its view of reality.
Viewing communism as an evil
philosophy creates an American
looking glass through which we see
Vietnam as a projection of our
own minds.
We see the Viet Cong who cut
the throats of villagers as murderers, but we see American flyers who Incinerate unseen women
and children with napalm as freedom fighters; we see defection
from the North as repudiation of
con i nlsm, but we see the greater number of defections from the
South as a simple return to the
farm; we see the Viet Cong as China's puppet, but we see Saigon
as out staunch ally.

It Is true that whatever fault lies
with us, the most fault always
rests with the Communists. As
the more powerful country, we
should show some Incentive toward
magnanimity, but we are no', doing
so.
Instead, we are pursuing a dangerous course of military stalemate, a course all but unprecedented In American history.
Selma Yocom
221 Manville

Peace 'fast'
There Is a saying here at Yale:
"W'.iea yoj are being raped the
issue isn't negotiation, it Is withdrawal."
In the rape of Vietnam that Is
exactly the Issue. For two years
first Lyndon Johnson and now Richard Nixon have consistently ignored our demands for an end to
this war.
Instead they have persisted In
their uncompromising stance at the
Paris peace talks — talk- which
drag on while thousands are dying.
We have expressed our protest
In many ways, culminating onOctober 15 in tha national moratorium, and are still being Ignored.
Now we propose another level of
protest which the pi MMent will
not be able to ignore.
The Idea of a Na'tonal Fas>
for Peace on the days oi tt.e moratorium had its beginning here at
Yale and Is now spreading rapidly.
On October 15, five hundred
fasters here and elsewhere began the movement. There are now
over three thousand students, professors, and professional men in
this area who have signed the enclosed commitment.
We are encouraged by medical,

religious, and political advisors
of many universities, Including
Reverand William Sloane Coffin
Jr., Vincent Scully CYale U.), Father Daniel Berrlgan (Cornell University), William Davldom (Haverford), and Richard Falk (Princeton).
We believe that fasting Is effective as both a personal and political gesture against the war.
It Indicates a strong dedication
to our conviction that the war must
be stopped, and a solidarity with
the millions of Vietnamese who are
starving because of the war.
Politically, we can hope at the
least for another perceptive comment by Mr. Agnew.
If anyone Is Interested in further details or organization please
contact: The National Fast for
Peace
38 Yale Station New
Haven, Connecticut 06520 Telephone: (203) 432-0038
Yours In peace,
Linda Darling
NFP Commute*

Creed says it all
As '. was reading the other night,
I came across the works of Willlam Tyler Page.
He wrote The American's Creed
and I think It is quite meaningful to many people Including myself. It speaks for Itself;
"I believe In the United States
of America as n government of the
people, by the people, for the people whose Just powers are derived
from the consent of the governed;
a democracy In a republic, a sovereign nation of many sovereign
states; a perfect union, one and
inseparable;
established upon
those prlnciplesof freedom, equality, Justice, and humanity for which
American patriots sacrificed their
lives and fortunes.

"I therefore believe It Is my duty
to my country to '.ove It, to support Its Constitution, to obey Its
laws, to respect Its flag, and to
defend It against all enemies."
Dave Oroszl
209 Bromfleld

Faith in tradition
We of the United Christian Fellowship Student Council are encouraged that In these times of
disagreement and tension among
our citizens, the responsible citizens of Bowling Green believe In
and act on their faith In the American tradition of the protection of
Individual Constitutional rights and
responsibilities.

The preservation of our Constitutional rights and responsibilities
by law Is of major Importance to
our system of Democracy, as Is
the responsibility to respect and
encourage expression of all peaceful, conscientious dissent.
We commend those who, In the
instance of the OPAC request for a
parade permit, have taken recourse to our Judicial system to
ensure these fundamental rights
for all citizens.
We urge the citizens of Bowling
Green to honor the rights of all
Americans to speak freely on public Issues by word and deed, and
to peacefully assemble, and to
petition the government for a regress of grievances.
United Christian
Fellowship Organization

MHMH«IH
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Council veterans forsee a
more relevant future
By JIM SMiTH
Issue Editor
An optimism that flows freely
among the veterans on Council Is
the belief that the body can get down
to brass tacks and make constructive contributions to University
affairs this year.
"Council's existence," said Art
Toalston, now in his second term,
"Is definitely the biggest Issue
right now. If Council members fall
to make It effective, there Is no
reason to keep Council as It Is
now."
Toalston totally favors a Community Council—a Joint policymaking body composed of representatives of the administration
faculty and student body—and he
feels that Student Council can be
liquidated when such an organization comes Into being. In the Interim, however, he believes Council can serve a useful purpose
working toward a University-wide
body.
Another strong advocate of the
Community Couicll idea Is Debbie Nlslus, serving her first term
as representative. While contending that Student Council does Indeed have some relevance, she
admits that It could use more.
She, along with Talston and Tony
Marano, presented a bill at last
night's meeting designed to Increase representative participation in Council by placing members In a specialized area under
one of the executive officers.
Council's biggest Issue? "We've
got to work together and get the
students behind us," she remarked, "as we also have to work
with the administration instead of
trying to overpower them."
Lack
of Council-constituent
communication was also cited as a
major trouble spot by Wes Bowman. "This Is one area that has
never been adequately cared for,"
he said.

To alleviate this, Bowman has
visions of publishing a weekly Information sheet every Monday to
Inform the student body of Council's activities.
Another must for this year's
Council, according to Bowman, Is
for an effort by members to make
the body relevant. He seemed encouraged by the newly-elected representatives,
remarking, "The
student body made eight good
choices."
The best route to relevence In
Jan Koppenhofer's mind is through
the incorporation of the student
body. "The answer to relevance is
not in Council's structure," she
said, "but in it's powers. With
the establishment of a corporation, students will gain more power."
In her first term Miss Koppenhofer views working toward the
enactment of the student code as
Council's most immediate problem. "We've got to give students
more voice in University affairs,"
she Insisted, "and eliminate the
obsolete concept of 'in locoparentls'."

Ken Eck'iart, also in his first
term, believes that the new structure of Council has not had adequate time to work smoothly.
"With Mlchalskl's resignation
and Thatch's ascendence, along
with the changeover of half the
Council members, the new structure Just hasn't had a fair chance,"
he said. "Give the new form i
try, and if It doesn't work, then
we'll change it."
Along similar lines, Eric Furry
believes that the Internal confusion caused by anticipation of a
personnel
changeover was the
cause for Council's sluggishness
In the past. "Everybody was waiting for new faces," he said. "I
admit, I had sort of a defeatist
attitude myself."
While he supports either a community council or Incorporation,
the thrice-elected representative
sees no need to abolish Council
until there Is an alternative ready.
The two other experienced members of Council, Tony Marano and
Mark Kruse, could not be reached
for comment.

Country music: topic
of historical program
Country music with its characteristic "hillbilly and gospel overtones" will be the topic of a
lecture to be presented by Dr.
William Malone at 7:30 p.m. In
112, Life Sciences, Building.
Dr. Malone, a native of Texas
Is presently an assistant professor of history at Wisconsin State
University. His first book,'' Country Music U.S.A.," Is a scholarly
history of country music. It was
published in 1968 by the University of Texas Press.
The lecture, entitled "Country

Music U.S.A." will be presented
in conjunction with the English
department's "Book and Co'fee
Series." It will center on various
meanings of country music, the
reasons for its popularity in an
urban environment, and Its role
as a type of "cultural nationalism".
Dr. Malone will Illustrate the
lecture with a number of songs
from various periods In country
music. The lecture Is open to
the public.

Speeches to begin at noon;
march through city follows
(Continued from page 1)
ths court vindicated what OPAC
Is trying to do.
Lackey, a member of the Toledo American Civil Liberties Union,
said OPAC had won an outright
victory even though the final disposition of the case may not be
for several years.
Zlnk said yesterday he would
abide by the decision of the court
and that it was he who advised
OPAC to take legal recourse If
there was dissatisfied with his
decision in the first place.
The safety director said he was
relieved that the court had told
him he couldn't enforce the law.
"I never wanted this authority;
I'm in too much hot water already
without this."
Normal police protection will
be provided for the march, Zlnk

said.
Dr. L. Edward Shuck, faculty adviser to OPAC, said he hoped the
court's decision would not cause
a permanent cleavage between the
University and the community.
"We hope this served a useful,
educative function, and we're
meeting with Mr. Zlnk and Police
Chief Nicholson today to give them
our exact plans and to take Into
consideration any suggestions they
have for the safety of everyone Involved," Dr. Sh i:k said.
The marchers are scheduled
to gather In front of Williams
Hall today at noon. After several
speeches have been given, the
march will proceed around the
campus and will enter the city at
the corner of Thurstln and Wooster streets at 1:30 p.m.

10" Red Roses
$3.00 a doz.
(Bowling Green
only)

MYLES FLOWERS
North Main & Clay
phs. 352-2002 353-2802

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

1 GRAND OPENING j

• •••••••••••••••••••••'•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

3415 Dorr St.
(Between Byne & Secor)
The
Draught House

Open Every

is a
college club
owned and
operated by

FRIDAY
SATURDAY

college individuals
for the

SUNDAY
WEDNESDAY

college
crowd.

8:00 till 1:00
Just 25 min. from BG via Rt. /b
within walking distance from T U.

Friday - Nov. 14
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More about

Council
(Continued from page 1)
During the off weeks, the legislative research committees established In the previous bill will meet
at 7 p.m. followed at 8 by a meeting
of Council In the Committee of the
Whole.
Members also passed the second
reading of a constitutional amendment submitted by Student Court
Justice J. Harper concerning the
revamping of power In the University Judicial system. The bill
stipulates that no student may Judge
a fellow student accused of violating a University or student body
regulation that has not been approved In soni'; form by students.
The bill must receive a threefourths vote of Council at the next
meeting to become effective. If
approved, It will go Into effect at
the beginning of the second quarter.
Council members also adopted a
resolution calling for the extension
of spring break an extra day.
As It now stands, third quarter
classes are scheduled to begin
Monday, March 30, the day following Easter Sunday. This would necessitate returning to campus on the
holiday.
Thatch, the bill's sponsor, Indicated that In order for the date to
be changed, It must be approved
by Faculty Senate as well. That
body, he added, has placed the proposal on Its next agenda.
A bill calling for the production
of a student government information booklet was tab'.ed until the
next meeting. Submitted by Harper,
the bill calls for a document to
discuss "structure, goalsan1 philosophies of student government."
It would be distributed to all students.

Professor questions Viet survival
if U.S. remains; NLF gains strength
By HOLLY HUTTON
Staff Reporter
The longer the United States
remains in Vietnam or gives the
Impression that It Intends to do so,
the more likely It Is that the National Liberation Front will come
to represent all of Vietnam.
This Is the opinion of Dr. Daniel Grady, acting chairman of the
political science department at Antloch College. Speaking to students
In the forum of the Student Services Building Wednesday night,
Dr. Grady said that the situation
In Vietnam will corns to a choice
by the people between an American
or a national fmn»

LAKELAND

He Indicated that Nixon's political situation In relation to the
war depends on this choice.
Nixon's political bets lie in the
direction of the right. People who
go to peace demonstrations vote
Democratic," Grady said. Since
Nixon is vulnerable from 'he right,
he feels he cannot get out by making it appear as a defeat, Dr. Grady
continued.
He described Nixon's "threepronged attack" which Includes
domestic pacification in the United
States to demonstrate to the Vietnamese that the American people
are behind him; the "Splro Agnew 'give 'em hell' approach" with
a strong nationalist flavor; and
the withdrawal of troops to pacify
those concerned with the draft and
co3!.s of the war.
He added that withdrawal of
troops Is actually an attempt to
replace American troops with
Vietnamese, while leaving the essential fire power In place, This,
Grady said, would not reduce the
damage possible to Inflict upon the
enemy.
"Artillery, aircraft, and weapons of mass destruction are not
changed," Dr. Grady said.
Nixon's crucial weak point, according to Dr. Grady, is the Saigon government. He outlined the
basic structure of this government,
and Illustrated the fact that South
Vietnam holds many various interest groups. Some of these
groups are the militant Buddhists
and Catholics. He also said that
most of the members of the Hanoi
government are South Vietnamese,
and "the two governments cannot
be totally thought of as two separate parties."
Nixon's policy also contains a
"serious contradiction," Dr. Grady said. He pointed out that "Nixon is willing to accept compromise
in establishing some kind of settlement In Vietnam, however, the
Thieu regime cannot survive without complete destruction of the
Viet Cong."
The stalemate occurs because in

order to get out of Vietnam, the
United States must put pressure on
Saigon to give a cabinet some power and the ability to enforce a constitution.
"It is unlikely that this government will accept being pressured
into
making any adjustments

against its own best Interests,"
said Dr. Grady.
He added that the United States
attempt at settlement is now aimed
at political solution on the.International level, as opposed to a
mint i / approach.

DR. DANIEL GRADY-speaks to students in the forum of the Student Services Building on the U.S. position in Vietnam. Dr. Grady said the situation in Vietnam will come to a choice between an
American or national front.

WE HAVE YOUR NUMBER
The On the-go Coat
POWDERHORN . . . here's a real swinging,
on-the-go double wool tram coat for young and
old. It's color co-ordinated with solid wool melton
one side and colorful Window Pane plaid on the
other. Styled with the last word in good looks
with zip-fly front plus toggle closures, roomy
patch pockets and an easy to zip-off hood. It's
a "going" coat.

The Den

Be it the "true 6" illustrated, the "2-to-button 6" or the
single breasted "3" — your blazer number is in our
stocks. The tailoring, whichever is your preference, is superb. The fabrics, rich. The uses of this sports jacket,
unlimited. Number it among your fall wardrobe choices.

r■ '

i he Den
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Bomb hoaxes, blasts
rock New York City
NEW YORK (AP) - New bomb
hoaxes and another mystery letter kept the city on edge yesterday as police questioned three men
and a woman, arrested two hours
after the latest In a series of four
destructive c ..-plosions.
There have been no serious injuries.
The New York Times building
In Times Square was emptied of
2,000 employees after an anonymous telephone call saying abo.nli
would go off at 10 a.m. No bomb
was found, but the Times kept all
but phone operators and engineers
out of the building until 11 a.m.
as a precaution.
The Associated Press received
an unsigned special delivery let
ter, typed on pink stationery,
saying that the Criminal Courts
building In downtown Manhattan
would be bombed at 9 p.m. Wednesday.

BUILDINGS BOMBED - A bomb explosion on the 20th floor of the RCA Building inNew York City
wot one of three explosions which occurred in three of New York's largest office buildings. Other
explosions took place in the General Motors Building and the Ch»'~ u—u"»«an Building.

Washington riot troops assemble
to face antiwar demonstrators
(Continued from page 1)
women and children, each bearing
a placard with the name of a
Vietnam war victim.
But merchants and residents
spoke apprehensively as the numbers of hippie-dressed newcomers
Increased on the streets, convoys
of military trucks Interrupted
traffic, signal corps vehicles were
stationed In the courtyards of some
government buildings, and armed
sentries appeared at key points.
A riot command center was being set up In the District of Columbia building, captained by Mayor Walter E. Washington.
No regular troops were to enter
the city unless called by the mayor,
the Pentagon said. The keeping
of law and order was entrusted to

the 3,800-man Metropolitan Police
force and 2,000 national guardsmen. The Mobe planned to have
2,500 of Its own marshals along
the mass march route tomorrow.
Presumably Mayor Washington
would sum-non the regulars only
upon consultation with the President. Nixon planned to remain at
the White House Saturday and Sunday—one of the rare weekends he
has spent In Washington.
The government, following
weeks of deadlocked negotiations,
granted a permit for the use of
Pennsylvania Avenue for the march
tomorrow, starting from a point
near the Capitol. But It ruled that
marchers must swing off the historic avenue one block before
they
reach the White House

W4WR
93.5

ON YOUR'FM DIAL

BGSU vs. WEST TEXAS
Saturday, NOV. 15

DID YOU
MISS OUR
SALE COUPON?
IF YOU DID, FIND A COPY
OF WED. B.G. NEWS AND
CLIP IT OUT.
YOU CAN BUY

WITH IT

TACOS-19*
/
/

grounds, and proceed directly to
the Monument grounds where October's Moratorium rally was held.
The Mobe Comtilttee agreed
also to use only one side of the
avenue, and to station their 2,500
marshals all along the route.
Arrests quickly marred yesterday's events. About 150 persons,
Including several Catholic and Eplscopal clergymen, were arrested
by Pentagon police when they tried
to hold an lncense-burnlng "mass
for peace" Inside the Defense
Departments vast headquarters.

-JWT'L' "

C|jBlCJVJ9lt

An explosion actually had rocked
the building at 8:40 p.m., the fourth
bombing In less than two days.
One woman suffered minor Injuries.
The visitors gallery of the New
York Stock Exchange was evacuated shortly before noon after a
bomb threat was received and a
Pern Central train was stopped
and emptied of passengers In the
Bronx when a similar Incident
occurred.
In both cases police were called
but found no bombs.
The letter to the AP, which was
postmarked yesterday morning after the blast - differed In style
from letters received by other
news agencies Tuesday after
bombs exploded In three widely
separated skyscrapers. Those letters were postmarked before
Tuesday's blasts.

100 Printed Copies $3.98

100c

?""♦•<* Copies $9.98

of anything typed, Printed,
Written, or Drawn
BOWLING GREEN: 111 S. Main St.

352 5762

?

HOW FAST IS INSTANT?

\

COME SEE AT YOUR OJICKPRINT COPY CENTER

♦£f\ QUALITY PRINTING
-.WHILE YOU WAIT
..FOR PENNIES!!

ON YOUR
WAY
UP?
SEE OUR
PLACEMENT PAGE
EVERY TUESDAY
IN THE

BG News

!
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Wanted: Female roommate 2nd and
3rd quarters *2C Greenvlew 3549152.

IX)ST AND TO'JND
Lost: gold pinky ring with dlamo'id- Initials SAW-posslbly in education bldg. Reward. Please call
Sharyn 352-5627.
Lost: Girls Silver ring with oriental designs engraved on top, Personally valuable. Reward. Call
372-1451.
BUSINESS AND PERSONAL
For Sale: Almost restored 59 Austin! ;Iealry Sprite $600. Randy 344
Bromfteld 23789.
Haley's Motor Sales. Good run
about cars $50 and up across from
(he Everglades on 25.

New ZZ Sewinj machine $39.00
Also Auto Stereo FM with Tape
Call 354-7755 before 6:00.
Marino lives I tit Illlltll tlltlllllf II]
VATAN'S IMPORTS AND GIFTS.
166 S. Main. Rings, earrings, bracelets, Mosaic boxes - All hand
made. Wide variety of other Items.
To golden Heart Pledges, ROUNDMAN Is the numiwr one man.
UNITY! Golden Hearts kidnap
ROUND-MAN?? PIMP!
Slg Ep
Pledges.

CAR RENTAL
BOB SCHNEIDER
OLDS-CADILAC
1013 N. Main

Bowling Green
(New Oldsmobiles)

Wayne Rinehatt 353-8921

DELT NEOPHYTES-

Female needs help In Physics. Call
352-5808. Reward.
XI Pledges say get high for this
weekend.
B. B. B. - Hops you score on your
21st! P.Q., M.N., G.H., T.B.H.,
P.H.D. and T.B.F.
Kathy - with - the - light - red hair: I left "Group Growth" two
weeks ago an 1 you ran out asking
me not to leave. I came back a
week later and you were goie.
Call me. Mike 25835.
LIVE MUSIC "THE RAIL BAND"
NO DOOR CHARGE AT THE C.L

COMPLETION OF THE DELT
DEVELOPMENT

DAVE L.

WE HAVE 3.2
DRAUGHT BEER

Now Playing

Entertainment
Fri. & Sat
8:00till1:00

Kathy Rlef, coming up a real date.
J.
To
Alpha Delta Phi Pledges,
THANKS for a number one TIMU!
Slg Ep Pledges.
I'm so glad my Big Is Bank,
Now I'm richer than gold! DZ
love, Cindy.

Ann: Happy 6th!
l.lttle Kath.

- K.D. Love-

Sunday actives will be blanked as
well as out flanked. APO Pledges.

Alpha Phi congratulates Diane and
Mark on their engagement!

Congratulations and good luck to
Papa Steve and the 13 little onesAshley 107.

Rm .101, We love you both and
would love to see you love each
other Rm 135.

H:»p?y 19th B'Day, Klssy-Face—
From your 207 roomies.

Wanted: Live-In maid. 2nd quarter.
Room, board, recreation provided.
Ph. 352-0648.
Need men to work evenings 12
12 hrs./wk. mln. salary $25/wk.
Contact Steve 372-4145 or BUI
352-1675.

Ride available to Denver
over
Thanksgiving. Leaving noon the
25th. Call 352-5953.

Bunny-Type hostesses. Must be
sharp and over 21, weekends only.
Excellent Pay. 352-5637.

Yes

ROY ROGERS ROAST BEEF Introduces FREE DELIVERY 6:00
PM - 10:30 PM. seven days a
week 352-5330.

Iggy

It's really you. derf.

Are you ready for hockey? The
Phi Mu's are.
To Gamma Phi Betas, We would
like to take Ume to say YOU'RE
COOL PEOPLE! Slg Ep. Pledges.

Sue: Congratulations -He's a lucky
guy! Donna.

Skate hard o a falcon victory.
Beat Western Ontario!

Congratulations

Nick, on second thought I do dig
your bod. Hot Dog.

Barb B - new

Furnished rooms across from
Founders. Call 354-4305 or 3521692 available lm nedlately.
Apt Wanted: 2nd & 3rd quarters
for three senior wom-:n. Call 3725289 or 372-5280.
Male roommate wanted for second
and third quarters. CALL Greenview 352-0873.
Wanted: Female roommate starting Winter quarter. Call 352-5417.
For Sale: 1963 Chevy Excellent
Shape. Must sell, best offer takes
It 352-5549.
Ten Brazilian exchange students
in
need of residence winter
quarter. Five girls and five guys.
Prefer apt. which two Brazilians
could live with two Americans.
Contact - 372-5868.
Female roommate needed 2nd ml
3rd quarters North Grove. Call
352-5897.
'64 Comet, Standard Trans., Must
sell, $300 or best offer Call 3544403, 8-11 AM.
Large 2 or 3 bedroom unfurnished
apartment near university $175
utilities Included. Phoae 352-7365.
1967 MGB convertible, good cond.
must sell, will wholesale 353-7189
after S.
Single room - next 2 quarters Male student 353-8241.
1959 Willy's Jeep; $500 exc. condition. Call 353-1891.
For Sale: 1935 Chevy Super Sport,
6 cylinder, good condition $895.
Phone 354-0371 or call at 917
Sunset, Bowling Green.
THE NINE-STORY RALPH 1!!!!!

Magnificent Seven: We got It, Got
It at O.U. so let's get It, get It
at B.G. - The Two Perverts.

FOR ENJOYMENT IN EATING OUT
MARK V

Do you want to hear "Cherish",
"Never My Love" and "Windy"
plus many more great hits - go
see the Association - Nov. 23.

PLAYING
NEXT WEEK NOVEMBER 19th THRU NOVEMBER
22nd THE FAMOUS RECORDING
BAND "JOHNNY AND THE HURRICANES".

H.V.J.G. Looks like It's happening In Sandusky this weekend. Our
thoughts are with you, so watch It!
The School Mam and the Physical
Therapist.

PROGRAM.

Gamma Phi's are high for rush!

Joanle: A Gamma Phi always gets
her man! Congratulations on your
lavallerlng, your pledge sisters
B.B

The Brothers of Zeta Beta Tau
congratulate Diane and Rick on
their pinning.

CONGRATULATIONS ON YOUR

Golden Heart! Gam in Phi's.

ATTENTION FACULTY - Travel
to Europe this summer at our expense.
Coordinators needed to
form student groups. Write Institute of Cultural Education, Box
2037, Livonia, Michigan 48151, and
Include phone number.

FOR SALE OR RENT

David: I love you more than anything In the world. Pam

'67 Sunbeam Roadster, Sharp! Will
sacraflce for $995. See Don at
Gigolo Tues., Thurs., Frl. Nlte.

Wanted: Kitchen Help. Apply ZBT
House.

TO THE GREATEST
NOON DAY
SPECIALS $1.25

HOCKEY TEAMBest Of Luck For A
Winning Season
We're with you all the way!

YOUR CHEERLEADERS

Open Smuhiy
from 11 .I.III. to 7 p.m.
•
Dining Room
Open Monday thru Iriihiy
II il.iH. to IO:.Wp.m.
Saturday till 11 p.m.

DANNY'S

HAPPY
HOUltS

Cocktail Lounge
Till I il.iH. Nightly

Take your baby to a specialist.
Oir <«-<:ho".< if *\ ,uO orv»rfi oil there <i to kiov* obou'

4*00 TO 5:00
DAILY

Bmquet Room /or. Iff Occasions
e
Regular Menu At All Thnvt

HIDEAWAY

893 S. Main
ACROSS FROM BARGAIN CITY

HtShCwM H# »(<rt • • IP*? t)l . jlfct<*CKl?n mvr>0'»c KhOO.1
M> *K>» *.-0l,i h- If] ft t".
•grien.ftg IfVque for ihe
11 - H" I *r> rourHh .ncorporoie<f
■;. •• *r.>nfh?i :.r i h ■ rat*-' i o t*r.«t o* ipeC'Ol e«a*-t
!■-•, hark r- i: .VI,
i
l*» j ''I'oihef cou'ie too. 10
. i- i-.» *- -.^i.. ov*f 3000 "i i»»t poit 19
,*tf*« ,'." c«- -.-.>.-» »-.• !'««!• M:C i..'o»r..riq *rten h* no"!
H-

■

-.... i. p -«-£»„r. mitt ,i t:, 0,<
• ■*Oii-",< So*••%a M'-c-a1'**

Evening Service Ho„„ Men. & Thor.. Till 9 p.ml

920 Plaza at Rf. 224 East V&)
LlPP" VJf *?£& ^oPP'ng Center)
Phone: 422-6424
Findloy, Ohio

«««".

f
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Campus talent a part
of 'circuit' program
A weekend program of varied
entertainment, reasonably priced,
Is the goal of the Carnation Room
Committee, according to Peter
Vail, program director of the Union
Activities Organization.
The committee Is responsible
for all activities taking place In
the Carnation Room during the academic year.
The program this year Includes
a weekend talent series as an
extension to last year's coffee
house circuit.
Charlie Chaplin and Laurel and
Hardy films will also be shown
In the Carnation Room on various weekends. One movie, "The
Hunchback of Notre Dame," has
already been shown.
The coffee house circuit, which
met with favorable response last
year, will be continued this year.
However, there wllll be only three
performers on the circuit as compared to six last year.
This Is the second year that
Bowling has been a member of
the coffee house circuit. The circuit, based In New York City,
Is composed of numerous colleges
throughout the United States. Each
member university pays a membership fee, and also pays the
performer the circuit sends.
"The coffee house clrtult is a
means for new, young professionals
to become better known
throughout the country," Vail said.

Since there will only be three
persons on the circuit this year,
the remainder of the program will
be comprised of talent from the
campus and vicinity. According
to Vail, there Is ample talent at
the University to compensate for
the difference.
"So far this year, the response
to the Carnation Room entertainment program has been extremely favorable," he said.
Two weekends ago, folk singer
Leslie Houston performed to
crowds of 150 to 200 persons
Vail added.
Vail termed the attendance at
the programs "very encouraging,"
and added that a play Is being considered for performance In the
Carnation Room toward the end of
the academic year.
The play being considered Is
the musical, "The Fantastlcs,"
The Carnation Room entertainment program continues this weekend with vocalist Judl llerrln. Miss
Herrln sings a variety of songs
and will perform tonight and tomorrow at 8:30 p.m.
Admission Is 35 cents.

Sweeney enters 70
gubernatorial race
CLEVELAND (AP) - Cleveland atto-ney Robert E. Sweeney,
the first Democrat to enter the 1970 Ohio governor's race, says
he'll disclose details of a major tax reform plan as his campaign
progresses.
Sweeney, a 45-year-old former Congressman, announced his
entry into the race yesterday In Cleveland and promised to
promote tax reform based on a "square deal" for taxpayers.
"Time," said Sweeney, "has run out for the state of Ohio and,
unless we enact a tax reform program designed to bring Ohio
Into the 20th century, we shall be faced with serious problems from
which we may possibly never recover."
He called Rhodes' administration "forty years behind the times
In Its approach to government." He said that If the administration were run along more businesslike lines bond Issues incurred
over the past six years cold be paid off without raising taxes.
Sweeney was an unsuccessful candidate for Ohio attorney general
In 1962 and 1966. He was Ohio's congressman-at-large from
1964 until 1935, when the post was abolished in a Republican
redlstrlctlng.
Sweeney said he had no preferences for running m.ites next
November If he survived the May primary election. He said
he did not yet know which Democrats might challenge him In the
primary.
No other Democrats have announced their candidacy in the governor's race, but former U.S. Senatorial candidate John J. Gllllgan
of Cincinnati and U.S. hep. Charles Vanik of Cleveland have been
mentioned as possible contenders.

Every morning. The Plain Dealer
Start off your day informed
Ohio's largest newspaper lays it
on you straight. With AP, Los
AngelesTimes/Washington Post,
and New York Times News Services.With syndicated columnists
- Buckley. Buchwald. Reston,
and Rowan. With expert sports
and fashion writers. Subscribe to
the PD while you're at college.
We'll deliver your copy before
class the morning of publication,
anywhere on or off campus. Get
with it. Every morning. With
the PD.

CONGRATULATIONS GAMMA PHI SISTERS!
LAVAUERINGS
Barb & Bob
Joy & John

Jackie & Denny
Cheryl & Flash

Sue & A Ian
Joyce & tiob

PINNINGS

Wash Shirts

Terry & Tom
Stephanie & Mark

30{ Boxed
32< On Hangers

_

da & Bill

*

Contact Loring Todd,
your PD campus representative.

ENGAGEMENTS
Jo & Dick

Linda & Greg
Judy & Andre

J^onq ± Cleanexi

Judy & Tom

Phone: 354-3572
He may be your next president.

Sora&Bill
Sue & Barry

The Plain Dealer Is
THE STARTER.

228 N. Main Street
(Across

r

rom Post Office)

DOMINO'S

•

/

PIZZA

rf

IS HAVING ANOTHER
SUPER- SPECIAL!
STARTING TONIGHT THROUGH SATURDAY
DECEMBER 13, DOMINO'S IS OFFERING YOU

ANY KIND OF PIZZA YOU WISH FOR

$.50

OUR SUPERSPEOAL MENU
12-ENCH
16-BMCH
Plain
H.05
Any one it«m . . .$1.35
Any two items . .$1.65
Qelu*.
J200

OFF REGULAR PRICE!
"<fe

Plain
$2.00
Any one item . . .$2.5''
Any two items . . $3.(i>
Deluxe
$4.1 •

%
"*

REMEMBER, ANY SIZE, ANY STYLE PIZZA YOU WANT AT FIFTY-CENTS LESS THAN
REGULAR PRICE. NOW THROUGH DECEMBER 13. FACE THOSE EXAMS WITH A
DOMINO'S PIZZA, DELIVERED TO YOUR DORM OR APARTMENT (OR HERS).

For Fast, Free Delivery

can 352-5221
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By FRED ZACKEL
"I don't care If your mother Is sick. I don't want
her hanging around this house anymore. What about
your brother? He can take her In. He's got an extra
bedroom. All he does Is store books In It."

In the ashes of our village, we found the dead bodies.
Most of our children had been slain by the enemy.
The fire destroyed our village. We had no defense.
None of the dead ones had ever been to the other side
of the river. Now they are dead.

"Yes sir. I'll be glad to gift wran It."

"Chateaubriand? Surely. Yes. Medium rare,
please. Honey? What would you like?

ess-

When I was a child, I broke my leg. The doctor came
and put plaster all over It. After my leg healed, I was
allowed to play with the other children again.
43SS
"Darling, what time Is It?"
"Almost dawn."
"How sad."
JSSs
She explained to me that, after a body has been
dead for a while, the blood seeks Its own level and
flows to the lesser pressure points on the skin's
surface. Because of this, the pupils of corpses are
always puffed to several times their size and assume th* color of robin eggs. A deep navy blue.
"Hello, friends. I'm jlad you could come.
The register book Is on that table. The coffin Is In the next room. Your parents were
here earlier. I hope you don't mind, but they
haven't been allowed to see the body yet. We
have been afraid your mother would....well...
she Is very old, you know. I hope...."

In my cottage by the lake, I discovered the biooa
stains. We had painted over the living room and some
of the paint specks had fallen on the blood. The man
who used to live here had discovered his wife with
another man. He learned that there were other men,
too. The husband hadn't done anything for a full
week. Then, one afternoon, he took off from work
early and came home and garrotted her. He sliced
her body up Into five pound packages and mailed one
package apiece to all her old lovers. When the state
police came to get him, they found him silting on the
rim of the wishing well. His feet were dangling Inside.
The well was dry. When the arresting officer placed
his hand on the husband's arm. he tumoed.
•see*
After he left the hotel and his board meetings,
he waited In the rain for his taxi. The taxi
was twenty minutes late. The man gave the
taxi driver only a fifty-cent piece for a tip.
The taxi driver got mad, but there wasn"
anything he could do about It.

esss

"I couldn't decide which ring I wanted to buy ior
you, so I bought both. It Is our anniversary, honey."

TO THE i
"Your son died a man. He carried six
wounded men to the helicopter by himself. When the
enemy shelling had died down, we found him in the
field. It was a mortar blast. It caught him In the back
He died a brave man. You can be very proud of him."

ess
As a folkslnger, one Is expected to know aU the oia
Dylan songs, the old Seeger songs, the old Guthrle
songs, and all the newest releases. I learned them at
my aunt's house In Georgia. She's an Invalid, but she
plays a good guitar.
"Mom, I Just had to call you. My roommate
committed suicide. I found him this morning
He had tied his legs to the top part of the
bunk bed and his neck to the side of the bed
Then he just sorta rolled out of bed. I didn't
hear a single sound he made. When I woke up
there he was In front of me. I'm coming home

ess

Cutting
By RONALD T. BEAN
I was born In Beth Israel Hospital, between four sterile walls with
one door that held a mezzuzah that was dally scrubbed with alcohol by a
nurse with a moustache. I would have gladly crept back into the warm
womb of my mother If they would have only asked me. But the Christian
doctor took me, the kosher baby and put me In a sterile plastic container
that was stamped with the loud letters BETH ISRAEL. (My father is
burled in a cemetry of the same namo.) As the nurse with the moustache
cleaned me prepared me, and sewed up my mother, the last opportunity
for escape was closed. It was cold, (naturally), and outside of the door
with the worn mezzuzah was a world of cliches, and I did not want to
become one of them. They took me to Short Hills, New Jersey, on Stag
Hill Road (thank you), into a large Tudor house with brown snutters and
small poodles with painted nails chasing Imaginary cats through bushes
of fuschia and rhodaddenron-haunted by worn Italiangardners who could
speak English only through a heavy accent. Professional tree surgeons
wandered the grounds In white suits castrating pussy willows with shining
steal saws. (I hate them). There were long black Cad llacs and low slung
sports cars that hide in giant four car Tudor garages. When the brlss
came, (circumslon to Goys) it was the last time I smiled. I was sacrificed
on a dark mahogony table by a rabbi with dark demonic eyes and a shiny
steel scalpel and he too said I would be kosher. .. ...
This could have turned Into a novel, the remembrances are still
flooding me, (things like about my father's grave at BETH ISRAEL), but
when he wielded that scalpel It was over. Images of the womb had disappeared, and I was overwhelmingly oral, and I said screw It because

was going to be assaulted sexually by a man Who yelled RITUAL, TRADITION, and the heavy air of these mystical obscure rites made people
smile when the crazy sadist practiced his unholy art on me. Isn't that
cute? someone said. The Board of Health thanked me and gave me an
"A" rating.
He saw my mother weamlng her breasts Into the fire. He said the logs
sizzled as the long thin streams of milk hit the hot embers. I don't know
I wasn't there, but yes I can hear it and I said yes; thank you Coppard,
I am dying. Thankyou for your wonderful image.
I had a rabbi on my shirt tails since I was young enough to thank God
for the fruit of the vine and not old enough to drink It. I asked seven
questions on Hannukah, I always found the Affekom men before my cousins
and was Bar Mltzvahed before I reached puberty and confirmed by a
whore before the rabbi got a chance to confirm me. (still before puberty)
Someone told me I w is a jew (the only one in the school I knew). It was
a priest, while I was sitting in his study- -one week after my Confirmation
at Temple Sinai (they were so very proud) He said comi; back when you
are sixteen (after all my mother knew his mistress). This Church has an
"X" rating, I am "A", look at me, see?
and then I reached puberty
and like every good Zionist
went to Ronw
Yesterday I ate a bacon ani ;x>rk sandwich symbolically with a whore
on the Via Blssolati. Benvenuto a Roma, she said, I said show me the
Vatican and shrugged off the ghost of the rabbi - don't bug me I told
him, I am dying.
I
Pleta she said.

Questions
By TONY FUSCO
Vv nere are the buffalo that roamed the land?
The strong, free deer
that were so abundant, where have they gone?
The animals that ran and flew,
the fish that filled the streams, the forests
that once stood so tall, where are these?
And where are the gentle, the wild,
and life-filled Indians of many tribes?....
Can the buffalo ever learn to live in zoos?
Will they flourish on reserves?
And what of the sad, the broken tribes
that cannot be mended?
And what of the proud races
whose souls were as great as the landCan they preserve their honor
weaving baskets for east-coast tourists?

33
By JIM BURTON
the dirt knocked on her wall
asking admission
she would never answer
let the grass grow
above
wh.Jre It belongs
she hated dangling worms In the ceiling
and those damn worms
they were nothing but pests
when it rained It never failed
to have to ball
she would like so much to move
but the stake In her heart Just wouldn't budge
line reset for Barb
the facilities to trace these calls

Sketc!. by Horriet Hii.es

€
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VICTORS
rf

I

right after the funeral. I quit school today.
I'm sorry about it, mom."
33e
"Sarge, can I have a three-day pass for this weekend? I want to go home and get married."
S8S
I mat her one night in a bar on Euclid Avenue and we talked a while. I asiced her if she wanted to
go to the movies and see some oldtlme W.C. Fields.
She said, "yes," we saw the movies, and I walked
her home afterwards. Oh, yeah, we also had a drink
or two at Pat Joyce's.
SSSS
"I'm sorry, sir. There aren't any messages for
you today. No phone calls, either."

HH
Fifteen years on the police force. Yeah,
fifteen years. But I had never seen such an
accident. Brutal. Two cars run headlong to
each other and seven people dead. No seat

belts. They didn't want to wear them, I
guess. The odd thing was that we washed
the highway down with the strongest cleansers we have, but we couldn't wash the
blood stains away. It didn't come out. We
scrubbed but the stains...hell, If you just
drive down Route 73 in the sunlight, you're
bound to see the stains on the road. Stains.
Yeajv that's why I'm quitting. I can't cope
with that blood anymore.
Wi
He told me he loved him and my heart cried and
then he gave me a ring and I wanted to cry so very
badly and the ring was so beautiful and he was so
beautiful and I started crying and he began to blush
and he was so beautiful and I began to laugh and it
was so very, very beautiful.
388.
"That one Is seven-fifty, sir. The blue one
is only five dollars. Or would you prefer a
larger model?"
S88
I was singing "Pack up your sorrows", when I
noticed the woman In the audience. Her whole body
was shaking up and down and then she began to vomit,
and I figured she was drunk, but she wasn't. She was
coughing up blood and the waiter saw her and he
called a doctor and the police and they took her to
the dressing rooms and then she died and then ths
police discovered the strychnine in the drink, but
the husband wasn't

...so Mary Jo leans over and tells Teddy,
"Pm pregnant" and he looks at her and
says, "Don't worry, we'll cross that bridge
when we conn; to It...
588
...and I kept on screaming at him, but he wouldn't
listen and I was yelling and fighting and kicking and
then he began to hit with his closed fist across my
face and I still kept on screaming and then he knocked
me unconscious and then....
88?
Okay, so you're a pacifist. So what would you
do If there was a man trying to kill you and
he was coming at you with a knife in one hand
and a gun In the other? Tell me. What would
you do? What would you do?
"They shot our sentry, sir. What do we do."
"Send up another sentry."
88e
"I'm sorry, ma'am. He can't be 1m led
there. Ii's consecrated ground and your son
wasn't a Catholic."
It doesn't matter anymore, my friends. It doesn't
matter. She is dead, I tell you. She Is dead and
burled. She won't trouble us anymore.
After we burled all of our village. It began
to rain. It rained for a whole week. When the
rains stopped, we went to our burial ground.
The mud had masked many of the grave sites
and the headstones were all toppled.

Christiana
By TONY FUSCO

/9
/S

Christiana slipped over the springfresh field, wet with glistening
dew. Floating past the goldenrod that tickled her bare, tightly curled toes
as it bowed to the rising sun, she drifted down among the clover and the
buttercups to a place she had visited quite often.
The sun was just beginning to peek from behind a small cherry tree
in the middle of a vast field. It seemed much warmer than the last tima
she had come. So much warmer in fact, that she gently removed the
tiny blue pinafore that seemed to weight so heavily on her fragll
shoulders.
,
The wind was fresh and cool and free. She breathed with her whole
self, and the air was like some fabulous potion that sent her flying among
the tall grass.
Her legs called to her. "Run! Christiana, Run!," they called, "Run
and Jump and fly and sing anl TUT and run, Christiana!!"
And she ran. Her hair flowed behind In a golden silken mile. She
rushed to the stream and splashed the tingling laughing water to the
sky. Sparking In the sun as it rose and fell, breaking on the rocks Into
a thousand Infinitesimal diamonds, the crystal water was fresh and cool
and free. Fresh and frej. And truly free.

Story from mother trailer
By CINDY KLEIN
One night In the trailer. We
were wrecked; lmoblllzed; absorbing sounds in candle light. Calvin, Jaque, Smttty and me crowded on the sofa, Greg relaxed in the
pillow-stuffed tire between bookcase and wall, the chair across the
room from the stereo had Barb,
and Roger, Bill, Scott, Steve and
Mo lay scattered on the floor.
Then: a tenseness in the room.
All heads rose simultaneously.
There was an obscene but familiar
sound. No one knew why it was,
but we all felt its hold on us.
"God! what is it!??"

"I don't know--but stop it!"
"I can't take It—I'm wrecked!"
"I hear it! What is it? What is
it?"
We sat and stared; our
expressions exposed our terror.
Thoughts raced wildly; madly. The
sound must be destroyed...
...but we could not move.
Then...Barb's body twitched. In
super-strength, she pushed herself from the chair onto the floor.
She crawled, pulling the heaviness
of her physical and mental self
with her arms. We realized what
she was doing!
"Barb; Savs us!"

"She's almost there—she's almost there!!"
Years passed.
Barb dragged herself over
Steve's massive body and with a
flnaly surge of energy, lifted her
arm and pushed the knob to reject.
She crashed to the floor, exhausted.
Gasps of relief. Mental fatigue.
Scattered applause.
It was over. We were safe.
The next afternoon, In the field
behind the trailer, we used "The
Best of the I.ettermen" as a flying saucer.

I—A Review

The "Pogrom
By HOLLY HUTTON
The "program " for the spectator of the Chicago conslplracy
trial provides thumbnail sketches
of "players" on both teams, that
of the conspiracy, known as the Albatrosses, anl the Kagaroos, including such players as Dick Nixon,
Splro Agnew, and J. Edgar Hoover.
Also Included in the pogrom as
it is titled are "hot Ups, Inside
dope, predictions, interviews, and
strategies" to be used in the upcoming trial resulting from the
Chicago "disturbances" during theNational Democratic convention.
The booklet covers description
of the uniforms, the mascots, "the
suspense, the heartaches, and the
Joys."
The center of the pogrom liolds

1969, listing such greats as Rennle
Davis, Tom Hayden, and Jerry
Rubin, "The Cincinnati Kid" as
he Is named elsewhere In the publication, and of the "Kangaroos."
Rules and scoring procedure
give guidelines by which the specttor of the "sport" may determine the wimsr, as well as ;he -system of assigning points. "The
number of points made by each
team In the dealing with each defendant should be totalled and recorded in the
box marked
'Kangaroos' and 'Conspiracy' in
the right-hand portion of the score
card, opjxjslte the defendant's
name. If the Kangaroo's total is
higher, the defendant Is guilty;
if the Conspiracy's is greater, the
defendant Is Innocent.
If both
teams have an equal number of

19

points, the jury will be hung."
"Magic-Eye
Photos'
show
"pre-game festivities" where enthusiastic Conspiracy fans burn
Hartford, Connecticut In effigy"
and a photographic description of
the fact that "there'snothing more
beautiful than a horizontal butt
stroke properly delivered."
A glossary of terms likely to
be encountered during the "gam'}"
Is provided In the back, Including
"acid", "pigs", "corpus delicti"
and "straight."
The fan may also during halftime take the handy quiz provided,
determining whether he Is "a fed
or a head."
The "program" Is published by
Donesday Books and distributed
through Grove Press, 80 University Place, New York, N.Y. and
sells for $1.00.

«•
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Photo by Jeff Collins

Waiting
By MANKRKD MEDER
I.Ike spider's eyes she laughs
wrapped In fear
the ocean may never dry
while languishing on a brick bed
In her own building
waiting for the sands to comn
echoes
of dreams that never came true
still live In rooms
without walls
cultivating flowers that
grow into nothing
the rain falls sideways
as she lies
watching her mind ebb
through the gardens
she walked as a child

Contributions for NUM3ER/9 are accepted daily at tha BG Mews
office, 106 University Hall. Sketches, creative photographs, short
stories, book, record and movie reviews are needed. Any student may
submit entries for consideration.
For additional Information, contact Barb Jacola or Bill Hronek in
the BG Vews office.
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(Hide English
3fis(] n Olhip

HOURS:
11:00 AM TO 11:00 PM Sun. thru Thurs.
11:00 AM TO 2:00 Ai? Fri. and Sat.
THIS FAMOUS ICELANDIC WHITE
FISH PREPARED IN LOW CHOLESTERAL
OIL. ITS TANGY OCEAN FLAVOR
HAS MADE IT THE WORLD'S MOST
POPULAR FISH.
WE WILL SHOW
YOU WHY 'ENGLAND'S NATIONAL
DISH" IS SO i OI-ULA*? HERE!!!!!!!!

Fish 'n Chip Dinner
.89
King Pak 1.49
OLDE ENGLISH DECOR
EAT IN OR TAKE OUT
•

«3ft*rj '« Cfjip
SERVED
AMERICAN STYLE
1616 E. Wooster

*

Stadium View Plaza

Phone: 352-0932

BEST DRESSED-Debhie Nichols, a sophomore in the College of
Liberal Arts, last night wos named the winner of the AWS bestdressed-girl contest.

'Windows of a mind' reveal
author's world to seminar
By MARLENE WERBIN
Dr.
Harold Gass, novelist,
wants to "add something to the
world, not talk about It"
That's the way he expressed his
views to an English department
seminar, Wednesday night.
Dr. Gass presented his views
of the novel and writing techniques at the Seminar on 20th Century Writing. He startled his audience by his emphasis on style and
form.
He demonstrated the power of
his style by his absorbing reading
of an excerpt from his unpublished manuscript, "The Tunnel."
In his novels, Dr. Gass does
not attempt to Inform.
For Dr. Gass, a novel adds

■ Alpha Phi
1
Pledgii
1 MAKE THE
WORLD
1
GO
1
ROUND

reality to reality.
The book excerpt, privately
titled, "Wtiy Windows are Important to Me," relates the metaphorical experiences of an author
In the process of writing a book.
His past and present experiences
are related solely for the sake of
experience. As with the new art
forms, communication has declined. The style Is the subject.
According to Dr. Gass, the novel
Is making It as an art, rather than
entertainment. This turn of directIon Is "forcing writers to be more
concerned with style, form and
technical aspects."
He believes the technique Is the
subject of this "meta-novel." The
Dr. Gass novel Is "sophisticated,
lntellectuallzed, and moving in the
direction of the long poem."
"Basically, a writer puts words
to^etner.
If he puts them together well, he's a good writer;
If he doesn't, he's a bad writer,"
said Dr. Gass.
Dr. Gass, professor of philosophy at Washington University, Is
the author of "Omensetters'
Luck." "In the Heart of the Heart
of the Country"
and Willie
Masters' Lonesome Wife."
Dr. Gass Is a graduate of Kenyon
College and obtained his Ph.D. at
Cornell University. Before teaching at Washington U., he taught
philosophy at Purdue.

Congratulations Marie
Kristoff Sweetheart
of Sigma Chi and
Maribeth Sembaeh
Sweetheart Attendant
YOUR DELTA GAMMA SISTERS

Alpenhorn Room Special

VEAL PARGIMANO

With Homemade Bread
<fcl 1A
4.30-7KK)
91.1U
Thurs., Fri„ Sat.

m

PETTI S Alpine Village Mam|
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University takes 'hard stand' on prank calls
By DANKENE J. FRY
Assistant Managing Editor

The University and the Northern Ohio Telephone Company are
cracking down on obscene and
prank telephone calls by using
an electronic "bug".
According to Inghram MUllron,
director of auxiliary services, two
students have been apprehended for
making prank calls. Both made
the calls from 'heir dormitory
rooms, and one student was apprehended while he was talking
to his victim.
"There's Just been too much
of this," said MUllron. "I feel
that people are here for an education, and when we have to spend
tlnv? on prank calls—well, It's
just ridiculous."

"We have the facilities to trace
these calls now," he continued.
"The University Is going to take
a real hard stand on this particular thing because the very nature of these calls scares people."
MUllron said that although the
numlier of calls In relation to the
number of campus phones Isn't
overwhelming, obscene and prank
calls were becoming a greater
problem.
The Ohio Revised Code states
that use of a telephone "to threaten to do bodily harm or use or
address to such other person any
words or language of a lewd, lascivious or Indecent character, nature or connotation for the sole
purpose of annoying," or for the
"sole purpose of harassing or molesting" another person Is illegal.
Persons violating this code are

subject to a maximum fine of
$500 or six months Imprisonment,
or both.
"I hops persons receiving prank
or obscene phone calls will report
them to campus security," said
MUllron. "I'll sign the complaint
If necessary, and it'll go Immediately downtown."
"This Is a general problem
throughout the country," he continued, "and It's a difficult thing
to control."
Robert Ryland, head of the Northern Ohio Telephone Office In
Bowling Green, said that generally
the nuisance or prank call is
more of a problem than obscene
calls.
"These calls go by spells and
spurts," said Ryland. "There's
probably more calls than we know
about because people don't report
them."

Ryland said that victims of obscene calls should report them Immediately to the city police.
"There's not a whole lot they
can do without' our assistance, but
they can develop patterns of the
calls," Ryland said. "We have
the facilities to trace thjse calls,

Try Our Delicious Steaks
Our Specialty
Serving 'til 12:30 a.m.

It's happening today
FRIDAY
LUTHERAN CHAPEL
WU1 sponsor a group discussion on "The Church in Politics
and the Vietnam War" at 7:30 in
the chapel, 1124 East Wooster St.
MIDDLE CLASS YOUTH
Is sponsoring underground films
at 9 p.m. In 201 Hayes. Admission
Is 75?.

Alumni Room, Union. All students
are welcome to play. There wlU be
a 50f fee.
KARATE CLUB
Will be at 6 p.m. In the Men's
Gym for all members and other
students wishing to enroll.
MOVIES OF THE 30's AND 40's
WIU be shown at 1:30 p.m. In
105, Manna. "The Champ" and
"Mln and BUI" will be shown.

JUDI HERRIN
W1U sing in the Carnation Room,
Union at 8:30 p.m. Saturday.

and when the procedure Is performed according to the laws, this
evidence will stand up in court."
"We're going to tale a real
tough line on these calls," said
MUllron. "We're through scaring people.
There's Just been
too many complaints."

KAUFMAN'S
163 South Main

UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI
ASSOCIATION

353-3251

WUl sponsor a discussion featuring the editor and advisor of the
BG News at 7:30 p.m. in the Main
Lounge, Anderson Hall.

LOOK!

If the worst thing in the world isn't a warm martini
with a hair in it, what is?

MONDAY
BROADCASTING DEPARTMENT

SATURDAY
KARATE CLUB
W1U meet at 12:30 p.m. In the
Men's Gym, for a review for all
registered members.
UNION ACTIVITIES
ORGANIZATDN
Will sponsor a chess tournament from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. In
the Historical Suite, Union.
OMLGA PHI ALPHA
Will hold a work day from 1 to
4 p.m. doing light Indoor and outdoor work. They wUl also have an
"lron-ln" from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.,
with free pick-up and delivery.
For further information call 3721628 or 352-0976.

SUNDAY
RUBBER BRIDGE TOURNAMENT
W1U be held at 1:30 p.m. In the

Dorsey's Drugs
PIPE SHOPPE
500 E Wooster
Ftat.riiff
6.I.D. Pipes
&

Tobaccos

WUl sponsor a panel discussion
at 7:30 p.m. In 105 South Hall.
The broadcasting faculty wUl discuss present curriculum, suggestions for improvement, and career
opportunities. It Is open to broadcasting majors, minors, and others
interested In broadcasting.
GUERILLA THEATER
WUl meet at 7 p.m. In 225,
Williams. All new members are
welcome.

1Ual dvnami

^>G00
*oi HAYES

If the Polar Ice Cap keeps melting
at its present rate, the Old Union
Oyster House in Boston will be
under water by 2880 A.D.

SOCIETY FOR ADVANCEMENT
OF MANAGEMENT
Students Interested In a presentation by Harold Fischer, S.A.M.
University Division President, at
Cleveland State University, should
sign up in the Management Office
before noon. There wUl be no admission fee.

Ftml sV\o«*5»n^
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{ TGIF SALE

"$ ^ ^.^ «jp> M(M «MfK K^P Wfpi i^p» «fM <«^p! Sftt «f» a^pm ^fM 9»^p Hf»

TENNIS SHOES
Sizes 6/2 to 13

95

WERE $7

- NOW $4o5

THE RECORD SALE IS STILL ONPLENTY LEFT AT $1.98

Stop In and
Browse Around

Bee Gee Bookstore

(By The Tracks)

Across from Harshman

t
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Nixon says 'just peace
possible in Viet Nam war

REMAINS IN JAIL -- Bobby Seale, Black Panther Uader,
holds informal newt conference after being returned from
Chicago where he was sentenced to four years' imprisonment on contempt of court charges.

WASHINGTON (AP) - President
Nixon told a cheering House of
Representatives yesterday that he
believes a Just peace will be
achieved in Vietnam.
In a surprise visit to Congress
on the eve of antiwar demonstrations planned for the capital, Nixon
expressed his appreciation to the
members who have supported his
policy.
"I can't tell you the time or
date when we will achieve a Just
peace In Vietnam," he said. "But
when It comes, It will come because of the support we have
received from Democrats as well
as Republicans.
He said when the lives of young
men are involved, "We are not
Democrats. We are not Republicans. We are Americans."
He was Interrupted by applause
several times when he spoke, notably when he referred to former
President John F. Kennedy as a
colleague In Congress, and when
he predicted a Just peace.
Walking out of the chamber by
Its main aisle after his brief
talk, Nixon frequently paused to
shake hands with members—predominantly, It seemed, on the Dem-

ocratic side of the aisle.
Addressing the House In regular session, an extraordinary
procedure, Nixon said he came
"for an unusual purpose, perhaps
an unprecedented purpose."
He said he was Informed more

than 300 members of the 432-mfimber House had Joined In "spansoring a resolution supporting a
just peace In Vietnam along the
lines of a speech I made Nov. 3."
He also planned to visit the
Senate.

House requests halt
open war gas tests

WASHINGTON (AP) - Accusing the Army of "lack of candor, deception and disregard of the public Interest," a House committee called*
yesterday for an Immediate halt to large-scale open-air tests of war
gas.
'
The panel said the public should know when future open-air tests— {
already restricted under provisions of an act adopted by Congress last «
week—are made.
\
Charging a "web of secrecy" envelopes Army chemical ani biological/
warfare-CBW-operatlons, the House Government Operations Com-/
mlttee said In a report, "there Is no adequate justification for sue'
secrecy and deception."
The report came shortly after Rep. Richard McCarthy, D-N.Y., •
serted tear gas—described as a nonlethal battle aid by the mllltar
Is being used as a weapon of death In Vietnam.
<
McCarthy urged President Nixon to resubmlt the 1925 Geneva Pi
tocol on CBW co the Senate, Including tear gas In 'he ban on use of a
such agents In war. The United States has never ratified the agreement.

Ad Building illegal?
A Bowling Green zoning ordinance setting the maximum height
of any building within city limits
at six stories or 60 feet can not
affect the University, according to
city solicitor Richard C. Marsh.
The ordinance, passed in 1964,
states that "maximum height permitted for any residential area Is
three stories or 35 feet except in
an R4 district where the maximum height Is 6 stories or 60
feet."
Although both tha Administration
Building and the library exceed the
six storv limit and the planned

additions to Mac Donald Quadrangle
will rise 10 and 11 stories, the
city can take no legal action agalnst the University.
Because the University is property of the state and not the city,
It is not subject to city regulations.
"The University stands in the
state of Ohio and the city can't regulate the state of Ohio," Marsh
said.
According to Robert Hoagland,
executive manager of the Chamber
of Commerce, the ordinance has
had no effect on growth of business In the Bowling Green area.

TOO HIGH?--City officials yesterday assured the News that the
Administration Building will not be torn down as the result of a
city ordinance stating no buildings in the city may be more than
six stories.

I

Registrar's office records
class, college averages

The Office of the Registrar has
released the point averages to be
used as dividing lines for the evaluatlon of the colleges and classes.
In 'he College of Business Administration, a 2.79 Is required of
a sophomore, Junior, and senior to
be In the upper ZVf, of his class.
The upper 35% of the class will
consist of sophomores having a
2.42, juniors having a 2.53, and
seniors havelng a 3.55
In the College of Education, a
sophomore with a 2.95 and a lunlor

and senior with a 3.02 average
will be considered In the upper
20% . The upper 35% will consist
of sophomores having a 2.66,
Juilors a 2.76, and seniors a 2.78.
The College of Liberal Arts requires that sophonv. res and juniors
maintain a 3.04 average, and a
senior a 3.03 to be considered in
the upi*r 20%. The upper S&i
will consist of sophomores having
a 2.72, juniors having a 2.78, and
seniors having a 2.82.
These averages are based on
the third quarter, 1969.
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New film series presents old-time movies
By KATHY BODNAR
Mln and Bill, a comedy of the
slapstick type, and The Champ,
which Introduced the "childstar,"
will be the double feature Sunday,
1:30 p.m. in 105 Hanna Hall, It
Is part of The Movies of the '30's
and '40's series.
Dr. Ralph H. Wolfe, originator,
of the "Movies" program, said he
hoped It would encourage students
to become "Interested In films
as films." not Just a form it
entertainment.
Discussing the schedule of films
for this quarter, Dr. Wolfe said,
'There are a variety of actors
Humphrey Bogart, Henry Fonda,
Bette Davis, directors George Hill,
Edmund Gouldlng, and story types
represented. It Is a very ambitious
program."
"To understand contemporary
American films, one should understand the history of the American films," Dr. Wolfe said.
The purpose of this series Is
"to expose students to filming
techniques, directing and great
acting," according to Wolfe.
Most students do not know Wallace Beery or Marie Dressier,
stars of this weekend's films, Dr.
Wolfe said. "This Is a cultural
gap. Both these stars were academy award winners In their day."
"The movies of the '30's and
•40's were chosen, because these
Wtrt) the first American 'talkies'.
The fall program which ends Dec.
7, Includes two films for each
year In the decade," Dr. Wolfe
explained.

The program, costing about $800,
is backed financially by the Student Activities Organisation and
Dr. Richard A. Lenhart, Activities director. The attendance at
the first two shows was poor,
so the program Is operating In the
red.
Dr. Wolfe hopes attendance will
Improve, so he can continue with
scheduled plans for films In the
Winter and Spring quarters. "We

only need a hundred In attendance
($1 admission) to break even,"
he said.
If the program can continue on
th* same format next year, Dr.
Wolfe hopes to get movies of the
1920's and 1950's. Those of the
1920's wUl be the silent movies.
If this Is possible, Dr. Wolfe
sees a rare opportunity for students to see 40 years of American
film history In two years.

DOWN

PUZZLE
B, H. H. rUetUII
ACROSS

4t Pare.

¥hoto.
line /"ii.
abr.
6 Diircesan
center.
7 Adherent to
Rome.
ft Positive
Btlc*.
oar frosts.
10 State .ililn

19 Salver.
20 Carrousel.

21 Pull along
after by rope.
22 Chapeau.
23 Decisive
moments.

25 Verb sufflx.
2*8 Performs
between.
2» Mrs.

Kisenhower.
30 Central stiitc.
31 Bother.
32 Objective
suffix.
33 Cloak and
daKUer
initial*
3*1 Relied*
light.
37 Aflrdvnrk.
41 Pungent
tastes.
42 Wife of
2
Socrates.
44 Stock niiir ki-l
term: ahhr.

45 Kuglc's
nests.

MJlHMN
sl.llr-lll.in

47 Legal
person: abhr.
48 — volat
propriis
(Oregon's
motto).
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Salary Range:
SJ06.-SJ4B MO., Based upon experience.
Hours:
8-4: M, Monday thru Friday
Please Contact: Nationwide Insurance
500 Lehman Avenue
Bowling Green, Ohio
Phone Number: 353-8645
Attention:
Mr. Ken Langdon, District Manager
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ALL ABOUT DIAMONDS
Our Helpful "Blue Book"
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Our N.W. Ohio District Office needs a Secretary who will be
capable of meeting the public, arranging meetings, and taking charge of the office. She must also be proficient with
shorthand and typing, and should also be available by December 1, 1969.
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Contemporary Jeweler
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Student submissions are
now being accepted for the November lite-a-y supplement.
Any original poetry or fiction
Is acceptable.
Turn all submissions In to
the BG News office, 106 University Hall.
Manuscripts
will not be returned.

PHILIP MORTON

52 Top flyer.
53 Riblical
name.
54 Japanese
coin.
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51 Flcur-de- —.

game.

34 Narrow
thong.
35 ('h.i|ic.iii
receptacle.
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News accepting
literary material

Dinner Ring
Rare Jade

3fl Arched part*
of feet.
37 Black birds.
38 Abstract.
39 Without
wings: /-Mil.
40 Resumes a
discussion.
42 Isomeric
hydrocarbon.
43 Ascends.
29 I.rgiil excuse. 45 Consumed.
49 Mulled hair.
31 Three-card

4 Medical
ll.lt.IT l.-s

7 Self53 On land.
contradicto*
55 Sex I CM.
rv assertion.
5tt
Mariner.
14 Disinclined.
,
15 Chemical for W™S??ta"
ascetics.
dyes.
511 Celestial
If. Nullify.
beings.
17 Those who
anoint with
un alien Is.

RAINING BUCKETS - Aaron Berzof of the Chelsea section
of
Boston,
Mass, finds a couple of pails handy to cross
parking lot in 10th day of rain in New England.

Jewelry Now!!

: I F.xecuted.
12 Quondam.
13 Abnormal
akin dryneu.
18 Saccharine.
20 Costa —.
23 Old women.
24 Appraises.
27 Making do.
28 Periods of
time.

1 Flower
extract.
2 For — a day
3 Yachting
event.
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"faint Your Wagon''*
Lee Marvin-Clint Eastwood
Motinaas Wad. Sat., & Son.
Ressrvad Seals Available
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Buying a diamond for the first time? Or even thinking
about it in the next few months? Now is the time to
stop in and get your first comprehensive information
about these beautifully mysterious gems. We will be
happy to show you a selection of qualities from our
fine stock and explain the subtle points that establish
the per carat price of every diamond. Also, pick up
your "free copy of the American Gem Society's helpful
36 page booklet on "Diamonds" which gives accurate
information on grading and pricing. No obligation, of
course. Stop in soon!
I
I I

Certified Gemologist
Member American /TTSs
Gem Society
K^>

Dill Jewelers

"BUTCH CASSIDY AND
THE SUNDANCE KID"
Paul Newman
Tbi« picture rated ' M

129 S. Main St.

354-2024
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Ruggers to test Fort Wayne
Avoiding a letdown will be the key factor this week as the BG rugby
club hosts Fort Wayne tomorrow.
"We wanted to win last week's game bad," said coach Al Bohl. "It
was our biggest game this fall."
Unfortunately, powerful Wheeling triumphed 16-10. The loss evens the
Falcons' record at 3-3.
Fort Wayne brings an 8-1 record Into this week's contest while the
Falcons will be after their fifth win In seven starts.
Bowling Green will return to almost full strength for this week's contest. The only exceptions are Dale Bungard, Jerry Nlcolosl and Aldan
Kelly who will be on the Injured list.
Players returning to the line-up Include Tom Duncan at forward,
Jim Gerdlng at left winger, Chris Eckenroad and possibly Chuck Bradlc.
"We are continuing to work on our passing game which thus far has
been our biggest disappointment of the season," said Bohl.
"We have the natural tendency to hold onto the ball like a football
and not pass It off like we should," he added.

.

Get A Bird's Eye View Of
Scenic Wood County
Go On A
Penny-A-Pound Plane Ride

10-5 PM Sunday Nov. 16
University Airport Poe Rd
Sponsored by BGSU Flying Club

N»w§ photo by Rich R.lt.r
THE PACK -- Three Falcon harriers flank this pack of runners in the recent championships held at BG.
Rich Breeze (1), Jim Ferstle (4) and Dave Olson (5) all placed for the Falcons and could help BG claim
the Central Collegiate crown with repeat performances.

ALONG COMES Harriers seeking CCC win
The
for team berth in NCAA

ASSOCIATION
SUNDAY NOV. 23
9:00 PM
General
Admission

$4.00

&

Reserved
$4.50 Seats

By JOHN MASS
Sports Writer
The BG Falcon harriers will be
traveling to Southern Illinois tomorrow to compete In the Central
Collegiate Conference Championships.
This will be their fourth big
meet of the year and will determine If they will go on as a team
to the National Collegiate and National Federation Championships.
Going Into the CCC last year,
the Falcon squad was In sad shape
after placing fifth In the MAC
and All-Ohio. They continued their
trend and barely placed ninth out
of 14 teams at the Central Collegiate Championships which ended

their season.
However, this year the harriers
are In a new light and have progressively Increased their chances
to go beyond the Central Collegiate.
They have a fourth In the All-Ohio
and a first place MAC title pushing them onward and upward to
possible high standings at the CCC.
"It's hard to predict this meet,
as It contains all central midwest schools which aren't all the
same," commented coach Mel
Brodt In his outlook for the meet.
Competing in the CCC this year
are returning winner and runner
up from last season's meet Mla-til
University and the University of
Kansas respectively. The harriers
will also see contenders in Western
Michigan and Drake University.
Both were close last season with
fourth and fifth places.
"We don't necessarily have the

edge on Miami or Western Michigan,"
said Brodt, uncertain
whether the Falcons' MAC title
gives them any superiority over
the defending CCC champions, "but
we're going to do the best we
can."
All - American Sid Sink will
be looking to chalk up another
first place to add to his
successive title finishes at the
All-Ohio and MAC. As a sophomore
last year, Sink placed third at the
cold and rainy CCC meet and later
placed ninth at the National Collegiate Conference in New York.
Dave Wottle (sophomore) is expected to be running close to Sid
as he attained a fifth In last year's
Freshman Central Collegiate. In
running second man on the Falcon
squad, Dave has recently proven
himself by placing fifth in both the
MAC and All-Ohio.

To a Gypsy Moth... jumping isn't oniy a
way to live...but a helluva way to die, too!
ZERO
KING

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer presents
The John Frankenheimer -Edward Lewis Production starring

Burt Lancaster
Deborah Kerr

NICHOLS CLOTHIERS
109 S. N Main St.
THAT DISTINCT!VF STORE
WITH THE RED FRONT

11
niufitat Gene Hackman Scott Wilson William Windom
Screenplay By William Hanley Based on a Story By James Drought
Executive Producer Edward Lewis Produced By Hal Landers and
Bobby Roberts Directed by John Frankenheimer • Metrocolor tfk MOM

SEE IT SOON AT A THEATRE NEAR YOU!
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leers to open season
with a weekend set
By DAVID EGBERT
Assistant sports Editor
Twenty-six against the world.
Armed with 26 wooden sticks and
a sharp blade on 52 feet, Bowling Green's hockey team takes a
rink full of confidence Into Its
two-game opener tonight and tomorrow night against the University of Windsor and Western Ontario.
With morale high on the squad
which finished with a dazzling
26-5 record last season, a lot of
60-minute hockey players will be
needed for opponent's to cope with
the Falcons balanced attack.
Defensively, five of Bow'.lng
Green's top leers are newcomers,
giving an appearance of Invincibility to the team which only lost
five matches with much less depth.
"The spirit on this squad, I
can't even compare It with last
year," said coach Jack Vivian.
"The whole team Is more keyed up
and raring to get going again.
We've gone about as far as we
cai without a game. If there's

anything we need work on, I honestly can't find It; we've been that
good,"' he said.
Tonight, the Falcons will put a
team on the rink that scored more
than five goals per contest last
year, against an always troublesome Windsor.
BG lost to Windsor 5-4 In the
opener last season before dropping
them 3-2 In overtime In the Cleveland Tournament. Two campaigns
ago, the squads deadlocked, 4-4.
"Make no mistakes; they've seen
our 26-5 mark," said Vivian.
"They'll be playing hard to get
us. They've been tough for us
In the past," he added. "They're
carry the Queen's name around and
they ought to display It pretty
well."
Essentially dressing the sams
personnel as last year, Windsor
will have All-Ontario college goalie Don Bruner In the nets for the
opening tilt. Bruner and defenseman Hank Brand received all-conference honors for play In last
year's 5-8-2 mark. Windsor fin-

Frosh gridders make
final try for victory
By VIN MANNIX
Assistant Spurts Editor
It's do or die, now or never
and all that jazz as th; wlnless
Falcon frosh football team travels
to Oxford today to battle Miami.
BG Is coming off a 36-21 collapse against the Western Michigan freshmen, a game In which
the Falcons had a 21-13 lead at
the half.
"It really bugs me," said coach
Tom Relcosky, "the way we fizzled out the second half."
Despite the outcome of their
most recent game, the freshman
offense has increased Its mobility
during these last three games.
They were shutout by Kent 20-0,
got nosed out against Toledo, 11-8,
and rani'? up with 21 points against
a hefty Wes!ern defense.
"We're finally starting to do
things on offense," Relcosky said.
"Since we work against the varsity as scouts most of the week,
we really haven't had a chance to
work out our own offense. Against
Toledo we ran Kent's offense since
that was the one we ran all week
against the varsity."
With Bill Zak calling the signals, Dave Bower and Steve Leve
doing the groundwork, BG's rookie
attack rolled for more than 200
yards. Considering that Bower only

Tournament hopes
end for hooters
Bowling Green's hopes for an
NCAA University Division midwest
tournament berth this season were
only one In three at the best and
now they total zero.
' The fourth berth that BG, Dayton and Southern Illinois were competing for was filled by the latter.
In the latest OCSA State poll
Bowling Green has moved up to
number three with 36 points.

ANCHORS
AWAY!!!
at

Howard's
213 N. Main

played part of the game, both he
and Leve teamed up In the backfield would really open up the offense.
The yards the offense picks up
today will be done without two
regulars, however.
"Our wide receiver, Mark Vanderpool broke a finger last week,"
Relcosky said, "we also lost one of
our guards, Tom Paris, who broke
an ankle."
The Miami squad that BG's gridders will be trying to open up
against have been having their own
problems on offense.
"They scored 30 or so against
Dayton for their only win so far,"
said Relcosky. "But they only
scored 10 against Xavler and seven
on Cincinnati, losing both."
The Falcons' freshman chief
pointed out that Miami's freshman
team operates much like the Redskins' varsity, namely a roll out
offense, using a short range passIn.; game and off-tackle driving.
"They've got a quarterback by
the name of Sid Williams from
Sidney, Ohio," said Relcosky, "and
he's a mover. They haven't got
anybody we can't hanile, but he
could be a problem. They're a
small, quick bunch, so it looks
like we'll have the size advantage
for a change."
Small or not, Relcosky realizes
the task facing him and his charges
today In Oxford, and It hasn't
anything to do with size.
"Well, this Is the last one,"
he admitted, "and we're due for
a win. Thls'd be the time for it.
We're just going to have to play
all - around football for two
halves."

lshed fourth In Its league.
The visitors are about even
offensively and defensively with
10 new players from the Windsor
area counted upon to counter graduation losses.
"Offensively, everyone is back
from a year ago. They've got one
guy who played four years at Michigan and this is his third with
Windsor," said coach Vivian. "He
and I are brothers," added Vivian
jokingly.

Tomorrow night Western Ontario brings a third place league
mark of 7-7-1 Into the Falcon
arena.
Western Is In the same league
as Windsor, and although fighting
to a 6-C tie in their lone meeting last campaign, the Ontario
squad finished a notch ahead. The
caliber of the league is strong,
as second place Waterloo dumped
Ohio University 11-1. The Falcons
took the Bobcats 8-5, 4-0, and
4-2 while dropping one skirmish,
4-0.
"Saturday, by the second or
third period, we'll know If we're
In condition or not," said Vivian.
"This will be a good one, it's
the first time they've ever faced
us and I'm sure they'll want to get
off on the right foot," he said.
"I don't recognize anyone new
on their roster so probably they
won't be Improved except for additional experience," said Vivian.
The key to a great season rests
on the first few matches. Competition Is tougher at the beginning this year, but It has to
be with NCAA champion Denver
lodged in the fourth and fifth slots
on the Bowling Green schedule.
While the Falcons are stronger
In goal, offense and defense, asking for a better record might be
too much.
"If we go 26-5 Pm ^onna apply
for a Job with the Red Wings,
chuckled Vivian. "I'd be amazed.
With the schedule we've got, a
20-10 record would be a great
season."
And It all starts at eight tonight.

X-MAS
GIFT GIVING
Call Today

pMAC - esp:

A friend departs
~*RY DAVIS
Sports Kdltor
In a touching early morning hour ceremony with sunlight breaking
the BG ski slope and the power plant smokestack, assistant sports
editor Dave Egbert relinquished his strangele hold on the esp predictions.
There was a mild scent of Heinz and the always pungent Poe Ditch
pervading the countryside when his announcement of retirement rung
like an echo from the twisted corn stalks and fallen tomato plants.
Unable to set an adequate pace with correct picks he departs. His
lasting memorial will be the stirring, moving oration last week that
keyed a staff com i back with four victories in five tries.
The overall mark rests comfortably at 19-0 with only two more
weeks to drag by.
Six games are on tap for the "wonder six" plus Egbert, and two
were by unanimous vote.
Toledo has tempted Dayton Into the Glass Bowl for a lesson In
anlhllatlon. All the Dayton falling and fumbling will gain is an excuse
for coach John McVay to retire early.
The Flyers will soon find out why the only Tangerines the rest of
the MAC are going to see will Thanksgiving table decorations. Toledo
gets the nod from all here.
Kent If the/ show after losing to Marshall will host Miami and the
staff sees only Red. Even If the Flashes show the fans might not
because the REDSKINS are an easy bet to sew up third place in the
conference for coach Bill Mallory. If he really wanted first place
he should have stuck with Ohio State.
The real "biggie" as every week calls for the Falcons to nip West
Texas, with only two abstaining votes. With all the incentive going
for both teams the only records to fall will be probably involve temperature. The Buffaloes claim ample running backs but their only
exercise may be to and from'he lockerroom.
All we have to do to better the last try at Amarlllo Is score.
Northern Illinois gained lots of respect from the staff with a solid
showing against Toledo. Our confidence Is reflected in a pick over
Western Michigan.
The HUSKIES have this one at home and If It
rains or snows the Broncos will cough up enough Interceptions and fumbles to keep losing. Why stop them now they are getting good at it.
Ohio University edged out a pick In Its clash with Cincinnati but
only by one. The Cats if they can start In the first half might even
up their record and save coach Bill Hess from explaining this season.
What better way to end than with our "heaven eleven." Marshall
Is in love with this thing called winning and doesn't figure to prove
false In a battle with East Carolina. Here Is one of the tough opponents lined up for BG on a future schedule. Sure hope the Herd can
set a pattern for us by winning. Then If we can only figure out how
to beat them and Northern Illinois.

GIRLS

Go where the

Action is:

PORTRAITS
BY
HOWARDS
Ph. 354-5702
432'/4 E. Wooster

Still A Lot Of BGSU
College Night Specials
At Nichols
SS Dress Shirts 2 for $9.00
Free Blazer Crests with Purchase
20% Off Any Dress Slack

in $rfo\>.

"Chukka'BOOTs
"PILE LINING ASSURES WARMTH AND COMFORT"

NICHOLS
CLOTHIERS
109 S. Main St. Bowling Green

I45N.MAIN ST. " BOWLING GREEN
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Falcons to challenge 'rushing' West Texas
By GARY DAVIS
Sports Editor
After completing a highly competitive season In the Mid-American Conference and notching a
second place finish, what's left?
To the Falcons who emerged

from the race battered yet victorious the finish will be a pair
of non-league games that represent
only tarnish or polish on a 5-3
ledger. While In the conference
race, weekly showdowns provided
their own Incentive but motivation
could be slim now that It's over.

News photo by Mike Poole

KEEP AWAY -- Bill Roeder (foreground) sets to block a Ohio University defender as QB Vern Wireman throws for one of his 18
Completions, He has been receiving fine protection in firing to a
plus 50 per cent completion mark.

"Against Ohio we really wanted
to rebound," said he.vl coach Don
Nehlen, "We had a lot of Incentive."
"The last two ganns being nonconference will be a tough chore,"
he said.
West Texas State provides the
first osbtacle when the Falcons
travel to Amarlllo today. The
Buffaloes mirror Bowling Green's
5-3 record but the mark Is decepllve.
"They have a great team," said
Nehlen, "They have the finest personell that we'll face all season.
The Falcons skipper Included
Toledo In the comparison.
Texas hasn't been quite as successful as the Rockets but they are
on a three game win streak.
"They have made mistakes that
really hurt them," said Nehlen,
"But If they ever put It all together
on one afternoon, then lookout."
Bowling Green Is looking forward to in Improved showing over
a 1965 whitewash. The Falcons
carted a share of the MAC crown
with them then only to suffer a
34-0 thrashing. A solid BG defense and potentially explosive
pass threat should prevent a reoccurence.
Nehlen readily admits that his
charges will be going to the air
often to score on the Buffaloes.
Able to average only 110 yards
a game on the ground the Falcons
have often reverted to the aerial
game behind the accurate arm of
Vern Wireman. He holds seven
Falcon marks after his first year
at the helm hitting at a torrid 53
per cent clip on 69 of 128 passes.
Receivers Fred Mathews and
Bob Zlmpfer will provide both the
long and deep threat while Steve
1.aiming
and Tom Lawrence
Increase the threat. Mathews and
Zlmpfer have 23 and 24 grabs
respectively on the season.
West Texas has been charitable
on the ground giving up an average

of 198 yards per game.
While holding a healthy weight
advantage over the Falcons on defense the Buffaloes have been Issuing about 17 points a game. But
behind a powerful rushing attack
they have been averaging 238 yards
and 21 points to outscore most of
the opposition.
Duane Thomas has gained 778
yards in eight games Including 169
In 25 carries against a stern Western Michigan defense last week.
Olan Thompson with 469 yards and
Clarence Redlc and Ralph Thompson with over 230 each provide
Texas with dangerous threats both
outside and up the middle.
The Buffaloes will get their
first crack at a defense that Issues
an average of 10 points agatv?and
about 127 yards on the ground.
If the Falcons stifle the Texas
ground attack the Buffaloes would
bury themselves from the lack of
an equally potent passing attack.
Scrambling quarterback Redlc
has about 50 per cent accuracy
but has been Intercepted 19 times.
BG's secondary already with 17
Interceptions to their credit could
play a major role tomorrow If the
Buffaloes take to the air.
West Texas dumpeo Western
Michigan 28-20 In their most resent outing after converting several Bronco mistakes. They were
paced by the defensive efforts of
linebacker Bill McKlnney and
Windy Williams. The Falconswho
have
been seriously hurt by
fumbles and Interceptions, avoided
both against Ohio last week and
must again tomorrow.

MAC s fan dings
Toledo
BG
Miami
Ohio
WMV
Kent
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5
4
2
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1
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4

Newi photo by Mik. Pool*

NO WHERE MAN ■■ Falcon Joe
Green makes another stop preventing Ohio quarterback Steve
Skiver from either throwing or
passing.

behind it all
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The B6 News
An independent student voice
Ever stop to think how you'd get along without our BG News?
Besides missing out on Informative news stories, sports reports
and other interesting feotures, you wouldn't know where to look
for shopping bargoins! Today's BG News is part of our doily

life.
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green
sheet

For the week of Nov. 17-23
For the week of Nov. 24-30

W

BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY EVENTS AND INFORMATION FOR FACULTY, STAFF, STUDENTS

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE WEEK

All week

WINTER QUARTER REGISTRATION

Monday, Nov. IT

FERNANDO MARTINEZ CONCERT
See page 2.

Tuesday, Nov. 18

YOUNG REPUBLICANS MEETING
See page U.

Saturday, Nov.22

BGSU FOOTBALL AND HOCKEY
See page 8.
SCHOLARSHIP SERIES CONCERT
See page 9»

Sunday, Nov. 23

MOVIES OF THE 30'S AND l»0'S "
See page 9»
THE ASSOCIATION
See page 10.

Thursday, Nov.27

THANKSGIVING DAY
Have a nice vacation.
Dec. 1.

See you

GREEN SHEET DEADLINES CHANGED
Notices for the Dec. 1 issue of the Green
Sheet must be in by noon on Thursday, Nov. 20, instead of the Nov. 2k date previously mentioned in
the last issue. The Green Shee will be distributed
the first day of classes after Thanksgiving, Dec. 1,
as usual.

MONDAY, NOV. 17
All Morning

HOME ECONOMICS RECRUITER
Major Nancy P. Hansen, Army Medical Specialist Corps, personnel
counselor, will be available to talk to students in a career in
dietics, particularly the army student dietitian Program and Army
Dietitic Internships.
Living Center, Home Economics Bldg.

1:30 a.m.-l*:30 p.m. WINTER QUARTER REGISTRATION
Students are asked to report for registration at the time and
date designated on their authorization-to-register card. Cards
were mailed to all students. Students who did not receive cards
should report to the office of the registrar, information window.
Students in the College of Education are reminded to have their
advisers approve their schedule before reporting for registration.
Grand Ballroom, Union.
3 p.m.

FLAMENCO GUITAR WORKSHOP
Fernando Martinez, flamenco guitarist, will conduct a demonstration of various techniques on the guitar. Any interested students
are welcome.
Dogwood Suite, Union.

k p.m.

PANHELLENIC COUNCIL MEETING
Alumni Room, Union.

k-3 p.m.

GYMNASTIC PRACTICE FOR WOMEN
South Gym, Women's Bldg.

6:15 p.m.

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL TRYOUTS
Approximately 2k women will be selected to represent BGSU in
interscholastic competition. Any woman with previous basketball
experience is invited.
North Gym, Women's Bldg.

T p.m.

FERANDO MARTINEZ CONCERT
Mr. Martinez, a flamenco guitarist, has made successful solo tours
of France and Switzerland, has performed at the Olympic Games
celebrations, and toured Spain with Maria Velasquez, famous flamenco dancer. Sponsored by the Union Activities Organization, the
concert is free and open to the public.
Auditorium, Ed. Bldg.

T p.m.

INTERFRATERNITY PLEDGE COUNCIL
Alumni Room, Union.

7-10 p.m.

UNIVERSITY THEATRE TRYOUTS
Open tryouts for all university students interested in performing
in Albee's "Who's Afraid of Virginia Woolf?"
Room 305, Moseley Hall.

7:30 p.m.

MEN'S CURLING LEAGUE
Curling Rink, Ice Arena.
-2-

7:30 p.m.

BROADCASTING SEMINAR
Radio-TV-film majors, and any students interested in a career in
broadcasting are invited. Radio-TV-film faculty will be on hand
to answer questions and discuss curriculum, suggestions for improvement and change, and career opportunities.
Room 105, South Hall.

8:15 p.m.

FACULTY RECITAL
Richard Cioffari, double bass, will perform, assisted by Elizabeth Gobb, piano. Free and open to the public.
Recital Auditorium, Music Bldg.

TUESDAY, NOV. l8
All Day

WINTER QUARTER REGISTRATION
Grand Ballroom, Union.

2 p.m.

HISTORY SEMINAR
Dr. Thomas C. Cochran, professor of history, University of Pennsylvania, will conduct a seminar based on his paper, "A Model for
Social Change." Free and open to the public.
Pink Dogwood Suite, Union.

3 p.m.

ENGLISH SEMINAR
Mr. Jerzy Kosinski, novelist, critic and social scientist, will
be a guest at the regular meeting of the Eng. 735 graduate seminar. Open to the public.
Room 122, Library.

h p.m.

COLLEGE OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION—FACULTY MEETING
Alumni Room, Union.

k p.m.

MATHEMATICS "THURSDAY AFTERNOON AT THE MOVIES"
Five short films, prepared by the Calculus Film Project of the
Mathematical Association of America, and appropriate for use in
a first year calculus course.
Room lUO, Overman Hall.

U-5 p.m.

GERMAN HELP SESSIONS
German Department, Shatzel Hall.

6:30 p.m.

PSYCHOLOGY UNDERGRADUATE COLLOQUIUM
Lecture by Dr. Karl Shapiro and a film entitled "imprinting,"
sponsored by the Psychology Advisory Board. Anyone interested in
psychology is welcome.
Room 108, Psychology Bldg.

7 p.m.

PHI MU ALPHA SINFONIA
Following a business meeting, Dr. Wallace DePue, School of Music
faculty member, will speak. Open to the public for the speaker,
at 7:30 p.m.
Capital Room, Union.

-3-

TUESDAY, NOV. 18 - cont.

7 p.m.

AMERICAN ARAB ASSOCIATION
Professor J. G. Merriam, of the political science department,
will discuss the situation in the Middle East today. Open to
anyone interested.
Taft Room, Union.

7-9 p.m.

STUDENT COUNCIL FOR EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN
A panel discussion, by parents of exceptional children, including retarded, emotionally disturbed, hearing and visually handicapped, will be held at this meeting. The parents will express
their views on parent-teacher relationships, grading and testing,
and curriculum and social needs of their children. Open to all
interested persons.
Dogwood Suite, Union.

7-10 p.m.

UNIVERSITY THEATRE TRYOUTS
See calendar for 7 p.m., Monday.
Room 305, Moseley Hall.

8 p.m.

YOUNG REPUBLICANS MEETING
Lt. Gov. John W. Brown is the second speaker in this series of
statewide political figures, sponsored by Young Republicans.
His topic is "Your Stake in Government." Mr. Brown has been involved in Ohio politics since 1957 and has been mentioned as a
possible gubernatorial candidate in 1970. Free and open to the
public.
Alumni Room, Union.

8-9:30 p.m.

SKATING CLUB
Ice Arena.

9:30 p.m.

FALCONETTES
Ice Arena.

WEDNESDAY, NOV. 19
All Day

WINTER QUARTER REGISTRATION
Grand Ballroom, Union.

All Day

INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION CONFERENCE
Fifth annual Drive-In Conference for teachers of industrial
education in northwestern Ohio high schools, sponsored by the
industrial department of education. Dr. Rupert Evans, Dean of
the College of Education, University of Illinois, is the keynote
speaker. Open to general public, as well.
Industrial Education Bldg.

Noon

BR0MFIELD BEEHIVE DISTRIBUTION

1:15 p.m.

ACADEMIC COUNCIL MEETING
Graduate Center.

k p.m.

INTER-SORORITY PLEDGE COUNCIL
Alumni Room, Union.
-It-

1* p.m.

CHEMISTRY SEMINAR
Dr. Arthur S. Brecher, assoc. prof, of chemistry at BGSU, is the
speaker. His topic is "Proteolytic Activity in Brain." Open to
the public.
Room lUO, Overman Hall.

6 p.m.

YOUNG POETS AND WRITERS ORGANIZATION
Faculty Lounge, Union.

6:30 p.m.

CAMPUS GOLD
Women interested in Girl Scouting are invited to Join this
organization. Work with area troops and sponsorship of a conference for Senior Scouts are among the planned activities.
Room 202, Education Bldg.

7 p.m.

STUDENT EDUCATION ASSOCIATION MEETING
Mrs. Joyce Myles, instructor in education, will discuss a program
at Spencer-Sharpies School, Toledo. A panel of students working
at the school will also be present.
Pink Dogwood Room, Union.

7 p.m.

BETA BETA BETA
Members of the
of new members
Room 112, Life

7 p.m.

ALPHA PHI OMEGA PLEDGE MEETING
Raft Room, Union.

7_9 p.m.

U.A.O. BRIDGE LESSONS
Wayne Room, Union.

7:30 p.m.

ENGLISH PUBLIC LECTURE
Jerzy Kosinski, author of The Painted Bird and Steps, is the
speaker. Steps won the National Book Award as the best work in
fiction fo7l96"8. Mr. Kosinski will lecture on "The Painted
Bird and the Total Victim." Free and open to the public.
Room 112, Life Science Bldg.

7:30 p.m.

MARRIED COUPLES WORKSHOP
Counseling Center, Student Services Bldg.

7:30 p.m.

MEN'S CURLING LEAGUE
Curling Rink, Ice Arena.

8 p.m.

SKI CLUB
Room 201, Hayes Hall.

8-10 p.m.

PUBLIC SKATING SESSION
Ice Arena.

8:15 p.m.
*

FACULTY RECITAL
Eleanor Lipkin, and Toma Schwartz, pianists, will perform.
Free and open to the public.
Recital Auditorium, Music Bldg.

MEETING
Biological Honor Society will meet for initiation
and Key photos.
Science Bldg.

-5-

THURSDAY, NOV. 20
All Day

WINTER QUARTER REGISTRATION
Grand Ballroom, Union.

2 p.m.

PUBLIC RELATIONS SEMINAR
Martin Winemiller, information writer for Findlay Public Schools,
will discuss school public relations at this meeting of the Jour.
3^0 (public relations) class. The public is invited. Contact
Dr. Ray Derr, 372-2076, if you plan to attend and are not a member of the class.
Taft Room, Union.

3-5 p.m.

LUTHERAN STUDENT COFFEE HOUR
Faculty Lounge, Union.

3-5 p.m.

ENGLISH GRADUATE LECTURE
Mrs. Ann H. Doering, as part of her preliminary exam for the
doctorate, will give a public lecture on "The Novels of E.P.
Roe."
Room 208, Hanna Hall.

h p.m.

PSYCHOLOGY COLLOQUIUM
Professor Edward E. Lawler III, from Yale University, is the guest
speaker. His topic is "The Motivation to Work." Refreshments
will be served in the faculty lounge, 31^ Psych Bldg., immediately
prior to the lecture. Free and open to the public.
Room 108, Psychology Bldg.

U-5 p.m.

GYMNASTIC PRACTICE FOR WOMEN
South Gym, Women's Bldg.

5:30 p.m.

PHI BETA LAMBDA
Members of the Business education department faculty will be on
hand to discuss the characteristics of distributive and cooperative education in the high schools.
Wayne Room, Union.

6 p.m.

ASSOCIATION FOR CHILDHOOD EDUCATION—MUSIC WORKSHOP
Patricia Jordon, a member of the School of Music faculty, is the
speaker. All education majors are invited.
Room 212, Music Bldg.

6:30 p.m.

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE TESTIMONY MEETING
Prout Chapel.

7 p.m.

SIGMA ALPHA ETA MEETING
Speech and hearing majors are invited to attend this meeting and
view a film. Key members will be inducted.
Capital Room, Union.

7 p.m.

KAPPA MU EPSIL0N MEETING
Members are asked to meet in room l^tO (large lecture room) for
Key pictures. Business meeting will follow in room l68, Overman.
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7-9 p.m.

ARNOLD AIR SOCIETY
Pink Dogwood Room, Union.

7-9 p.m.

KARATE CLUB
Room 102, .Men's Gym.

7:30 p.m.

PERFORMING ART DANCERS "COME AND BE"
Members of the dance group (formerly Orchesis) will appear in
their first performance of the year. Members of the audience
will be asked to participate in a few of the numbers. Free and
open to the public.
Forum, Student Services Bldg.

7:30 p.m.

SOCIETY FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF MANAGEMENT
Walter A. Steiner, retired vice president and consultant for
Union Carbide, is the speaker. Open to all students interested
in business.
Room !+00, Moseley Hall.

FRIDAY, NOV. 21
All Day

WINTER QUARTER REGISTRATION
Grand Ballroom, Union.

All Day

INDUSTRIAL ARTS MEETING
Bowling Green's industrial education department is hosting the
annual meeting of the Ohio Council on Industrial Arts Teacher
Education. Approximately 100 industrial arts teachers are expected to attend.
University Union and Industrial Education Bldg.

k p.m.

INTERSQUAD SWIMMING MEET
"Orange" vs. "Brown" in a preview of the 1969-1970 BGSU Swim
Team. Open to the public.
Natatorium.

6 p.m.

U.A.0. CAMPUS MOVIE
Paul Newman, Lauren Bacall, Julie Harris and Robert Wagner star
in "Harper," the story of a cynical private eye. Free admission
with student ID.
Main Auditorium, University Hall.

6:30-10 p.m.

STUDENT RECREATIONAL SWIM
Natatorium.

7 p.m.

JEWISH STUDENT WORSHIP
Prout Chapel.

7:30 p.m.

HOCKEY
BGSU leers vs. Ohio University in the first of two games scheduled
this weekend.
Ice Arena.

8-10 p.m.

PUBLIC SKATING SESSION
Ice Arena.
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FRIDAY, NOV. 21 - cont.
8 p.m.

U.A.O. CAMPUS MOVIE
Michael Caine plays the cockney Don Juan for which this film,
"Alfie," is named. Shelley Winters, and Julia Foster also star.
Main Auditorium, University Hall.

9 p.m.

MOONEY HALL HOOTENANNY
A hootenanny for charity is the purpose of this Mooney Hall project. All students are invited to donate 25# for the Wood County
Welfare and Aid to Dependent Children program. Among the local
folk groups expected to perform are Colonel Matzi's Outhouse Band
and Paul, Reed and Doyle.
Dogwood Suite, Union.

10 p.m.

U,A.O. CAMPUS MOVIE
"Harper"—See calendar for 6 p.m., above.
Main Auditorium, University Hall.

SATURDAY, NOV. 22
All Day

HIGH SCHOOL COUNSELOR-STUDENT CONFERENCE
Guidance counselors from 10 Ohio high schools will meet with
former students who are now attending Bowling Green.
Education Building and Union.

10 a.m.

INTERCOLLEGIATE RIFLE MATCH
BGSU Varsity Rifle Club vs. Youngstown University Rifle Team.
Open to the public.
Fraternal Order of Police Range, Wood County Fairgrounds.

1-3 p.m.

FACULTY-STAFF RECREATIONAL SWIM
Natatorium.

1:30 p.m.

FOOTBALL
Falcons vs. Northern Illinois.
Doyt L. Perry Field.

2 p.m.

RUGBY MATCH
BGSU Rugby Club vs. Samia Saints, Sarnia Ontario.
Rugby Field.

3- -5 p.m.

STUDENT RECREATIONAL SWIM
Natatorium.

6 p.m.

U.A.O. CAMPUS MOVIE
"Alfie"—See calendar for 6 p.m., Friday.
Main Auditorium, University Hall.

7 : 30 p.m.

HOCKEY
Falcons vs. Ohio University.
Ice Arena.

8 p.m.

U.A.O. CAMPUS MOVIE
"Harper"—See calendar for 6 p.m., Friday.
Main Auditorium, University Hall.
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8-10 p.m.

PUBLIC SKATING SESSION
Ice Arena.

8:15 p.m.

SCHOLARSHIP SERIES CONCERT
The Faculty Chamber Orchestra, conducted by Emil Raab, will perform for this second in the series of five concerts to benefit
the School of Music scholarship program. Guest artists Juan
Mercadal, guitarist, and Virginia Starr, soprano, will also
appear. The orchestra program includes Mozart's "Exsultate,
Jubilate," "Music for the Theatre," by Copland, and "Concerto No.
1 for Guitar and Orchestra," by Gnattali. Admission is $3.
Recital Auditorium, Music Bldg.

10 p.m.

U.A.O. CAMPUS MOVIE
"Alfie"—See calendar for
p.m., Friday.
Main Auditorium, University Hall.

SUNDAY, NOV. 23
9 a.m.

TURKEY OR CROW CURL
The Bowling Green Curling Club invites all curlers to participate
in this pre-Thanksgiving competition. The winners take home
turkeys, and the losers—crow. Contestants will play two fourend games. Cost is $1.50 per person or $6 per rink. Contact
Jim Plaunt if you plan to enter.
Curling Rink, Ice Arena.

10:30 a.m.-Noon

LUTHERAN STUDENT WORSHIP
University Lutheran Chapel, Wooster St.

1:30 p.m.

MOVIES OF THE 30'S AND 1+0'S
Two 19hl releases are on this week's calendar: "The Great Lie"
with Betty Davis and Mary Astor, and "The Lady Eve" starring
Barbara Stanwyck and Henry Fonda. Admission is $1.
Room 105, Hanna Hall.

1:30 p.m.

CAMPUS BRIDGE CLUB
Ohio Suite, Union.

3:15-5:15 p.m.

PUBLIC SKATING SESSION
Ice Arena.

6 p.m.

YOUNG AMERICANS FOR FREEDOM (YAF)
All interested persons are invited to attend this organizational
meeting. The group intends to enact the national end-the-war-inVietnam campaign and will discuss other projects, such as forums,
debates and speakers.
Perry Room, Union.

6—8 p.m.

KARATE CLUB
Main Gym, Men's Gym.

7 p.m.

OHIO PEACE ACTION COUNCIL
Dogwood Suite, Union.
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SUNDAY, NOV. 23 - cont.
7 p.m.

OMEGA PHI ALPHA
New officers will be nominated and hour sheets are due and a midterm review of the pledges will be held.
Alumni Room, Union.

7:30 p.m.

MIXED CURLING LEAGUE
Curling Rink, Ice Arena.

8 p.m.

VARSITY CLUB
Room 202, Memorial Hall.

8:15 p.m.

BRASS QUINTET CONCERT
"An Evening of Brass Chamber Music," with selections by Borden
and Coscia, "Fantasia" by Simmes, and Downey's "Tabu for Tuba."
Members of the quintet are Edwin Betts and Horice Little, trumpets; David Rogers, French horn; David Glasmire, trombone, and
Ivan Hammond, tuba. They will be assisted by Elizabeth Cobb
and Walter Baker, pianists. Free and open to the public.
Recital Auditorium, Music Bldg.

9 p.m.

ASSOCIATION CONCERT
Tickets are available at the Union ticket office for the Association's performance. Reserved seats are $U.50 and general admission is $h.
Anderson Arena, Memorial Hall.

MONDAY, NOV. 2k
h p.m.

PANHELLENIC COUNCIL MEETING
Alumni Room, Union.

U-5 p.m.

GYMNASTIC PRACTICE FOR WOMEN
South Gym, Women's Bldg.

6 p.m.

PROUT VESTER SERVICES
The annual pre-Thanksgiving vespers is sponsored by Alice Prout
Hall. Open to all faculty and students.
Prout Chapel.

6 p.m.

ART GUILD MEETING AND FIELD TRIP
Business meeting followed by field trip to Grand Rapids where
members will visit Dominic Labino, glass blower.
Art Bldg.

6:15 p.m.

UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION MEETING
Study Lounge, Kohl Hall.

7 p.m.

INTERFRATERNITY PLEDGE COUNCIL
Alumni Room, Union.

7:30 p.m.

MEN'S "CURLING LEAGUE
Curling Rink, Ice Arena.
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7:30 p.m.

ENGLISH PUBLIC LECTURE
George P. Elliott, poet, short-story writer, novelist, and critic,
and professor of creative writing at Syracuse University, is the
speaker. His topic is "Never Nothing: Nihilism and Literature."
Free and open to the public. Place to be announced at a later
date.

8 p.m.

ALPHA PHI OMEGA
Capital Room, Union.

8:15 p.m.

BGSU SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA CONCERT
Works by Beethoven and Shostakovich will be featured.
open to the public.
Main Auditorium, University Hall.

9 p.m.

INTERFRATERNITY COUNCIL
Alumni Room, Union.

Free and

TUESDAY, NOV. 25
3 p.m.

ENGLISH SEMINAR
George P. Elliott (see calendar for 7:30 p.m., Monday) will meet
the graduate seminar in English 735. Open to the public.
Room 122, Library.

3-5 p.m.

ATHLETICS COMMITTEE MEETING
Taft Room, Union.

WEDNESDAY, NOV. 26
7:30 p.m.

MEN'S CURLING LEAGUE
Curling Rink, Ice Arena.

8-10 p.m.

PUBLIC SKATING SESSION
Ice Arena.

THURSDAY, NOV. 27
THANKSGIVING DAY

No University events scheduled.

FRIDAY, NOV. 28
8 p.m.
(Denver time)

ICE HOCKEY
Falcon leers vs. University of Denver, at Denver.

8-10 p.m.

PUBLIC SKATING SESSION
Ice Arena.

SATURDAY, NOV. 29
8 p.m.
(Denver time)

ICE HOCKEY
Falcon leers vs. University of Denver, at Denver.

8-10 p.m.

PUBLIC SKATING SESSION
Ice Arena.
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SUNDAY NOV. 30
6-8 p.m.

KARATE CLUB
Main Gym, Men's Gym.

7:30 p.m.

MIXED CURLING LEAGUE
Curling Rink, Ice Arena.
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Announcements

THEATRE TRYOUTS—Open tryouts for all University students interested in
performing in Albee's "Who's Afraid of Virginia Woolf?" will be held Monday
and Tuesday, Nov. 17 and 18, from 7 to 10 p.m., in Room 305. Moseley Hall.
The play is scheduled to be performed Jan. 28-Feb. 1.
THE POTTING SHED—The third University Theatre major production is
scheduled for performances Nov. 19-23, Wednesday through Sunday. Performances
will be held each evening at 8 p.m. Admission is $1 for adults, 25# for high
school students and children, and 10# for BGSU students with ID cards. Tickets
are available in advance at the ticket office, or at the door of the Joe E.
Brown Theatre, University Hall.
ASSOCIATION CONCERT—Tickets for the Nov. 23 appearance of The Association
are available at the Union ticket office. Reserved seats are $1*.50 and general
admission seats are $k. The concert is scheduled for 9 p.m. in Memorial Hall.
SHOPPING TRIP—The annual shopping trip to Columbus, sponsored by the
Union Activities Organization, will take place Saturday, Dec. 6, for Christmasshopping students. Bus fare is $5.60 for round trip to Lazarus store in
Columbus, or $7.10 for bus fare and box lunch. Bus leaves at 8 a.m. and arrives
in Columbus at 10:30 a.m., leaves Columbus at U:30 p.m. and returns to Bowling
Green at 7 p.m. Sign up in the U.A.0. office, third floor of the Union, by
Dec. 3. Payment required as you sign up.
NEW YORK TRIP—The annual U.A.O. New York Theatre and Shopping Trip will
be held Dec. 12-15. The trip, costing $135, includes flight to N.Y. and back,
theatre tickets to top shows, tours of U.N. , Lincoln Center, Manhattan, and
Radio City Music Hall, and overnight accomodations for three nights at the
Taft Hotel. Sign up in the U.A.O. office, third floor of the Union.
ART SHOW—The annual faculty art show will open Nov. 30 in the Fine Arts
Gallery, Art Bldg. The public is invited to the opening day reception, 2-5
p.m. The gallery will be open every week day thereafter, 8 a.m.-5 p.m.,
and 2 -.m.-5 p.m. on Saturdays and Sundays. Faculty art will be on display
through Dec. ik.
MUSIC NEWSLETTER—"News from The School of Music," a bi-weekly newsletter
listing details of upcoming musical programs on campus, is available free of
charge from the School of Music. If you wish to have your name placed on the
mailing list, please 3end your request, together with your home address, to
Mrs. Drake, c/o the School of Music.

Placement Schedule

(There will be no recruiting interviews held during the week of November 2k.)

SCHOOL LISTINGS:
December 1. Tekonsha Community Schools, Michigan (evening also); Wyandotte
Board of Education, Michigan; Richmond Community Schools, Indiana; South-Western
City School District, Ohio; Mt. Morris Consolidated Schoolsx Michigan; Strongsville Board of Education, Ohio; Euclid Public Schools, Ohio; Bellefontaine City
School, Ohio; Utica Community Schools, Michigan; Franklin City Schools, Ohio.
December 2. Defiance City Schools, Ohio (evening also); Warren Consolidated Schools, Michigan; Lake County Schools, Ohio; Grosse Pointe Public Schools,
Michigan (evening also); Bloomfield Hills School District, Michigan; Warren
Woods Public Schools, Michigan; Evergreen Local Schools, Ohio; Grosse lie Township Schools, Michigan; Miami County Schools, Ohio; Ohio Cooperative Extension
Service-Ohio State University; Washington Local Schools, Ohio (evening also);
Lansing School District, Michigan (evening only); Columbia University Graduate
School of Journalism.
December 3. Grosse Pointe Public Schools, Michigan; Lansing School District, Michigan; Berkley Schools, Michigan (evening only); Anchor Bay School
District, Michigan (evening also); Cleveland Heights-University Heights Schools,
Ohio; Monroe Public Schools, Michigan; Linden Community Schools, Michigan;
Lakota Board of Education, Ohio; Lake Fenton Community Schools, Michigan;
Fraser Public Schools, Michigan (evening also); Shawnee Schools, Ohio; Ohio
State University-College of Agriculture & Home Economics; Toledo Public Schools,
Ohio (evening also); Livonia Public Schools, Michigan; Ohio County Schools,
West Virginia.
December h. Berkley Schools, Michigan; Fremont City Schools, Ohio; Mt.
Gileade Exempted Village Board of Education, Ohio; Chagrin Falls Exempted
Village Schools, Ohio; Fulton County Schools, Ohio; Oneida City School District, New York; Shaker Heights City School District, Ohio.
December 5-

Baltimore City Public Schools, Maryland (afternoon only).

OTHER LISTINGS:
December 1.
merce Bank.
December 2.

Belden Corporation; Ohio Department of Health; Union ComF. W. Woolworth Company; Inland Division, GMC.
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Monday, November IT
5:30 p.m. News
6 p.m.
At Issue
Hamburger Hill
6:15 p.m. Chemistry Among the Stars
6:30 p.m. Evening Concert
Mozart: Symphony <"+l in C
Concerto in A for clarinet
Concerto in B flat for bassoon
8 p.m.
News
8:10 p.m. Evening Concert (continues)
Mozart: Symphony #33
Concerto if1* in D
Piano Quartet in G
Tuesday, November 18
5:30 p.m. News
6 p.m.
American Writers in Italy
Hemingway and others
6:30 p.m. Evening Concert
Prokofiev: Piano Concerto #3
Bloch: 3 Jewish Poems; Nigum
Kirchner: Piano Sonata
8 p.m.
News
8:10 p.m. Evening Concert (continues)
Diamond: String Quartet 01*
Foss: A Parable of Death
Dykes: The Prince of Peace
Wednesday, November 19
5:30 p.m. News
6 p.m.
Book Beat
Sumner Locke Eliot, author of
Eden's Lost
6:30 p.m. Evening Concert
Tchaikovsky: Piano Concerto #2
Dvorak: Symphonies #U, #6
8 p.m.
News
8:10 p.m. Evening Concert (continues)
Smetana: Bartered Bride - dances
Barber: String Quartet, Op. 11
Ravel: Introduction and Allegro
Saint-Saens: "Organ" Symphony #3
Thursday, November 20
5:30 p.m. News
6 p.m.
A Federal Case
The Marijuana Problem
6:30 p.m. Evening Concert
Arnold: Guitar Concerto
Bartok: Miraculous Mandarin Suite
8 p.m.
News

Thursday, November 20 - cont.
8:10 p.m. Evening Concert (continues)
Sibellius: Symphony #2 in D
Brahms: German Requiem
Scriabin: Piano Concerto in F
11 p.m.
Glenn Gould
Music of 1st van Anhalt and
Scriabin
Friday, November 21
5:30 p.m. News
6 p.m.
The Drum
Telephone statement from Bob
Seale's wife and a report on
tear gas
6:30 p.m. Evening Concert
Brahms: Piano Concerto #1
Serenade 01 in D, Trio in C
8 p.m.
News
8:10 p.m. Evening Concert (continues)
Saint-Saens: Cello Concerto
Strauss: Death & Transfiguaration
Borodin: String Quartet #2
Prince Igor overture
Polovetsian Dances
11 p.m.
Nachtnichtmusik
Saturday, November 22
1:15 p.m. Live Football
BGSU vs. Northern Illinois
5 p.m.
No School Today
Variety of children's songs
and stories
5:50 p.m. News
6 p.m.
Jazz Spectrum: The Jazz Violin
T p.m.
First Hearing
8 p.m.
Opera House
Gilbert and Sullivan night
(D'Oyly Carte recordings)
Sunday, November 23
6 p.m.
Jazz Spectrum: The Jazz Violin
7 p.m.
Glenn Gould
Music of 1st van Anhalt and
Scriabin
8 p.m.
News
8:10 p.m. Netherlands Comtemporary Operas
9 p.m.
Peabody Concert Hall
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Monday, November 17
7 p.m.
9 p.m.

10 p.m.

Tuesday, November 18
8:30 p.m.
9 p.m.
10 p.m.

THE FILM GENERATION
The personal vision of the independent filmmaker is examined.
NET JOURNAL: "Guns Before Bread"
In the aftermath of a national election, this program examines
the Phillipines' economic, political, and military health,
especially in terms of American influence.
FALCON FLASHBACK
Host Jim Krone and Coach Nehlen review last Saturday's game
with West Texas.
YOUNG MUSICAL ARTISTS
Danish guitarist, Nicolai Nielsen displays his musical talents.
NET FESTIVAL: "Trio for the Living"
This documentary studies the creative energy required to ready
a play for production.
THE FILM GENERATION
(Repeat of the November 17 program)

Wednesday, November 19
7 p.m.
FIRING LINE
Host William Buckley interviews Mr. Winton Blount on the Post
Office as a public corporation.
10 p.m.
ON BEING BLACK: "The Record is 21 Minutes"
Clayton Riley's drama is the story of a black man who takes
pride in his work, yet does not receive the promotion he
deserves.
Thursday, November 20
8:30 p.m.
10 p.m.

NET PLAYHOUSE: "Celebration for William Jennings Bryan"
A dramatic portrait of one of the heroes of American political folklore is presented.
FIRING LINE
(Repeat of the November 19 program)

Friday, November 21

9 p.m.
10 p.m.

Sunday, November 22
9 p.m.
10 p.m.

NET FESTIVAL: "Act Now"
A behind-the-scenes look at the famous professional training
program of the American Conservatory Theatre.
WHAT'S HAPPENING MR. SILVER
An unusual presentation of Host David Silver's observations
on the invasion of freedom and privacy in our society.
FORSYTE SAGA
The continuing drama of the Forsyte family.
THE ADVOCATES
A discussion for and against current public issues.

